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From Newsletter #1
Dear Colleague,

This newsletter follows a three-day Conference to Exami ne Mathema tics as a Humanistic Discipline in Claremont 1986 supported by the Exxon Education Foundation, and a sp ecial session at the
AMS-MAA meeting in San Antonio January 1987. A com mon response of the thirty-six mathematicians at the conference wa s, "I wa s sta rtled to see so many who shared my feelin gs."

Two related themes that emerged from the conferen ce were 1) teaching ma thematics humanistically,
and 2) teaching humanistic mathematics. The first them e sought to place the student more centrally in
th e position of inquirer than is generally the case, while at the sam e time acknowledging th e emotional climate of the acti vity of learn in g mathematics. What studen ts could learn from ea ch other and
ho w they might come to better understand mathematics as a meaningful rather than arbitrary discip line were among the ideas of the first theme.
The second theme focused less upon the nature of the teaching and learning en viron men t and more
upon the need to reconstruct the curriculum and the discipline of mathematics itself. The reconstruction would relate ma th ematical di scoveries to person al coura ge, disc overy to verificati on, ma thematics to science, truth to u tilit y, and in general, ma thematics to the culture within which it is embedded.
Humanistic dimensions of mathematics d iscussed at the conference included:
a) An appreciation of the role of intuition, not onl y in understanding, but in creating concep ts tha t
appear in their fini shed versions to be "merely technical."
b) An appreciation for th e hu m an dimensions that m otivate discovery: competition, cooperation, the
urge for holisti c pictures .
c) An understanding of the value judgments implied in the grow th of any di scipline. Log ic alone
never completely accounts for what is investigated, how it is investigated, and why it is investigated.
d ) A need for new teaching / learning formats that will help discourage ou r students from a view of
knowledge as certain or to-be -received.
e) The opportunity for stu d en ts to think like mathematicians, including chances to work on tasks of
low d efinition, generating new problems and participating in controversy over mathematical issues.
f) Opportunities for faculty to d o rese arch on issues relating to teaching and be respected for th at area
of research.
This newsletter, also supported by Exxon, is part of an effor t to fulfill the hopes of the participants.
Others w ho have heard about the conferences have enthusiastically joined the effort. The newsletter
will help create a network of mathematicians and others who are interested in sharing their ideas and
experiences rela ted to the conference themes. The network will be a comm unity of su p po rt extend ing
over many camp uses that will end the isolation that individuals may feel. There are lots of good
ideas, lots of experimentation, and lots of frustration because of isolation and lack of support. In
addition to informally sharing bibli ographic references, sy llabi, accounts of successes and failures.
the network might formall y su pport writing, team-teaching, exchanges, conferences . .. .
Alvin White
August 3, 1987
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From the Editor

The Exxon Ed uca tion Foundation has been sup porting the Humanistic
Mat he mat ics Ne twork Journ al for twelve years. EEF su p ports the prod uction, p ublication, and mailing of HM NJ free of cos t to all libr aries
and ind ivid uals who request copies .
The HMNJ circulation is close to 2000 readers all over the world . The
d iverse interest is reflected. in the topics of the articles and boo k reviews
in this issue.

The Production Manager, Matthew Fluet, had to take an un expected
leave in the middle of the semester. Fortunately, Justin Radick was able
to step in to complete the production of this issu e wi th skill and good
id eas. Justin will work during the summer to produce th e next issue,
which will be mailed in Sep tember or October.

The Los Angeles Times of June 8 and 9, 1997 publish ed two ma jor artides that exp lored the effect of computers in school clas srooms. The
verd ict is mixe d: much excitement, little effect on traditional ed ucation
such as reading, w riting, and ma th .
An interesting newslette r that explores the them e of the L.A. Times articles is Mathematics and Technology in the Classroom: A Moderating Voice,
ed ited by Kent Bessey. Copies and sub scriptions are av ailable from :
Mathematics and Tech nol ogy
343 So u th 3 rd East
Rexburg, ID 83440

Readers are invited to submi t commen tary to th e Journal. A ll co mmen ts
and letters should be sent to Ha rold Ness of the University of Wisconsin, Fond du Lac, WI 54935.

WHAT KIND OF ATHING IS A NUMBER?
ATalk With Reuben Hersh
Interviewer: John Brockman
New York City
Reben Hersh
University ofNew Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
rhersh@math.unm.edu

"What is mathematics?It's neither physical normental, it's social. It'spart of culture, it's part of
history. It's like law, like religion, like money, like all those other things which are very real, but
onlyas part of collective human consciousness....That's what math is. "
For mathematician Reuben Hersh, mathematics has
existence or reality on ly as part of human cu ltu re.
Despite its seeming timelessness and infallibility, it is
a socia l-cultural-historic phenomenon. He takes the
long view . He thinks a lot about the ancient problems.
What are numbers? What are triangles, squares and
circles? What are infinite sets? What is the fourth dimension? What is the meaning and nature of ma thematics?
In so doing he explains and criticizes current and past
theories of the nature of mathematics. His main purpose is to confront philosophical problems: In w hat
sense do mathematical objects exist? How can we have
knowledge of them? Why do mathematician s think
mathematical entities exist forever, independent of
human action and knowledge?
Reu ben Hersh is professor emeritus at the University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque. He is the recipient (with
Martin Davis) of the Chauvenet Prize and (with Edgar
Lorch) th e Ford Prize. H ersh is the author (with Philip
J. Davis) of The Mathematical Experience, winner of the
National Book Award in 1983. His new book, What is
Mathematics, Really? is forthcoming (Oxford ).
JOHN BRO CKM AN: Reuben, got an interesting question?
REU BEN H ERSH: What is a number? Like, what is
two? Or even three? This is sort of a kindergarten question, and of course a kin dergarten kid would answer
like this: (rai sing three fingers). Or two (raising two
fingers) . That's a good answer and a bad answer. It's
good enough for most purposes, actually. But if you
ge t way beyond kindergarten, far enough to risk ask-
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ing really deep questions, it becomes: w hat kind of a
thing is a number?
Now, when you ask "What kind of a thing is a n umber?" you can think of two basic answers-either it's
out there some place, like a rock or a ghost; or it's inside, a thought in somebody's mind. Philosophers have
defended one or the other of those two answers. It's
really pathetic, because anybody w ho pays any at tention can see right away that they're both completely
wrong.
A nu mber isn't a thing out there; there isn 't any p lace
that it is, or any thing that it is. Neither is it just a
thought, because after all, two and two is four, whether
you know it or not.
Then you realize that the question is not so easy, so
trivial as it sounds at first. One of the great p hilosophers of mathematics, Gottlob Frege, made quite an
issue of the fact that mathematicians didn't know the
meaning of One. What is One? Nobody could answer
coherently. Of course Frege answered, but h is answer
was no better, or even worse, than the previous ones.
And so it h as continued to this very day, strange and
incredible as it is. We know all about so much mathematics, but we don't know w hat it really is.
Of course w he n I sa y, "Wh at is a number?" it applies
just as we ll to a triangle, or a circle, or a d ifferentiable
function, or a self-adjoint operator. You know a lot
about it, but what is it? What kin d of a th ing is it? Anyhow, that's my question. A long answer to your short
question.
JB: And what's th e answer to your question?

HERSH: Oh , you wa nt the answer so quick? You have
to work for the answer! I'll approach the answer by
gradual de gree s.

between political belief and belief about the nature of
mathematics.
JB: Do you have a name for this solution?

When you say that a mathematical thing, object, entity, is either completely external, independent of hu man thought or action, or else internal, a thought in
your mind- you're not just saying something about
numbers, but about existenc e-that there are only two
kinds of existence. Everything is either internal or external. And given that choice, that polarity or dichotomy, numbers don't fit-that's why it's a puzzle.
The question is made difficult by a false presupposition , that there are only two kinds of things around.
But if you pretend you 're not being philosophical, just
being real, and ask what there is around, well for instance there's the traffic ticket you have to pay, there's
the news on the TV, there's a wed d ing you have to go
to, there's a bill you have to pay-none of these things
are just thoughts in your mind, and none of them is
external to human thought or activity. They are a different kind of reality, that's the trouble. This kind of
reality has been excluded from metaphysics and ontology, even though it's well-known-the sciences of
anthropology and sociology deal with it. But when you
become philosophical, somehow this third answer is
overlooked or rejected .
Now that I've set it up for you, you know what the
answer is. Mathematics is neither physical nor men tal, it's social. It's part of cultu re, it's part of history, it's
like law, like religion, like money, like all those very
real things which are real onl y as part of collective
human consciousness. Being part of society and culture , it's both internal and external. Internal to society
and culture as a whole, external to the individual, who
has to learn it from books and in school. That's what
math is.
But for some Platonic mathematicians, that proposition is so outrage ous that it takes a lot of effort even to
begin to consider it.
JB: Reuben, sounds like you're about to pu sh some
political agenda here, and it's not the Republican platform.
HERSH: You 're saying my philosophy may be biased
by my politics. Well, it's true! This is one of the many
novel things in my book-looking into the corr elation
2

HERSH: I call it humanistic philosophy of mathematics. It's not really a school; no one else has jumped on
the bandwagon with that name, but there are other
people who think in a similar way, who gave it different names. I'm not completely a lone wolf here, I'm
one of the mavericks, as we call them. The wolves baying outside the corral of philosophy.
Anyhow, back to your other question. The second half
of my book is about the history of the philosophy of
mathematics. I found that this was best explained by
separating philosophers of mathematics into two
groups. One group I call mainstream and the other I
call humanists and mavericks. The humanists and mavericks see mathematics as a human activity, and the
mainstream see it as inhuman or superhuman. By the
way, there have been humanists way back; Ari stotle
was one. I wondered whether there wa s any connection with politics. So I tried to classify each of these
guys as either right-wing or left-wing, in relation to
their own times. Plato wa s far right; Aristotle was
somewhat liberal. 5pinoza was a revolutionary;
Descartes was a royalist, and so on. These are well
known facts. There are some guys that you can't classify. It came out just as you are intimating: the humanists are predominantly left-wing and the mainstream
predominantly right wing. Any explanation would be
speculative, but intuitively it makes sense. For instance,
one main version of mainstream philosophy of mathematics is Platonism. It says that all mathematical ob jects, entities, or whatever, including the ones we
haven't discovered yet and the ones we never will discover-all of them have always existed. There's no
change in the realm of mathematics. We discover
things, our kn owledge increases, but the actual mathematical universe is completely static. Always wa s,
always will be. Well, that's kind of conservative, you
know. Fits in with someone who th ink s that social institutions mustn't change.
So this parallel exists. But there are exceptions. For
instance, Bertrand Russell wa s a Platonist and a socialist. One of my favorite philosophers, Imre Lakatos,
was a right-winger politically, but very radical philosophically. These correlations are loose and statistical,
not binding. You can 't tell somebod y's philosophy from
Humanistic Mathematics Network Journal #15

his po litics, or vice versa.

of nine objects is a physical thing, which certainly exists without u s. The two kinds of nine are different.

I sea rched for a su itable label for my ideas. There were
several others tha t ha d been used for simil ar points of Like I can say a plate is round, an objective fact, but
view-social constructivism, fallibilism, qu asi-em piri- the conception of roundn ess, mathe matical roundness,
cism , na tura lism . I d idn't want to take anybod y else's is something else.
label, bec ause I was blazing my ow n trail, and I d idn't
want to label myself with some one else's school. The Sad to say, philosophy is definitely an op tiona l activname that would have been most accurate was social ity; most people, including mathematicians, d on't even
conc ep tualism. Mathematics consists of concep ts, bu t know if they have a philosophy, or what their philosono t ind ivid ually held concep ts; socially held concep ts. phy is. Certainly what they d o w ould not be affected
Maybe I thought of humani sm because I bel on g to a by a philosophical controversy. This is tru e in many
group called the Humanistic Mathematics Network. other field s. To be ,a practitioner is one thing; to be a
Humanism is app rop ri ate, because it's saying that philosopher is another. To justify philosophical activmath is something human. There's no math without ity one must go to a deeper level , for instance as in
people. Many people think that ellipses and numbers Socrates' remark abou t the un examined life. It's paand so on are there whether or not any people know thetic to be a mathematician all your life and never
worry, or think, or care, w hat that means. Many peopl e
about the m; I think that's a confusion .
do it. I compare this to a salmon swimming upstream.
JB: Sounds like we're talk ing abou t an anthropic prin- He knows how to swim upstream, but he doesn't know
what he 's d oin g or why.
ciple of mathematics here.
HERSH: Maybe so; I never thoug ht of tha t. I had a
serious argument with a friend of mine at the University of New Mexico, a philosopher of science. She said:
"There are nine planets; there were nine planets before there were any people. That means there was the
number nine, before we had any people."
There is a d ifficulty that has to be clarified. We do see
mathematical things, like small numbers, in physical
reality. And that seems to contradict the idea that numbers are social en tities. The way to straighten this out
ha s been pointed out by others also. We use nu mber
words in tw o different ways: as nouns and adjectives.
This is an important observ ation. We say nine apples,
nine is an adjective. If it's an objective fact that the re
are nine apples on the table, that's just as objective as
the fact that the apples are red, or that they're ripe, or
anything else about them, that's a fact. And there's really no special difficulty about that. Things become
difficult when we switch unconsciously, and carelessly,
between this real-world adj ective interpretati on of
math words like nine, and the pure abstraction that
we talk about in math class.
That's not reall y the same nine, although there's of
course a corr elation and a connection. But the number
nine as an abstract object, as part of a number system,
is a human possession, a human creation, it doesn't
exist without us. The po ssible existence of collections
Humanistic Mathematics NetworkJournal #15

JB: How does having a philosophy of mathematics affect its teaching?
HERSH: The philosophy of mathematics is ver y pertinent to the teaching of mathematics. What's wrong
with mathematics teaching is not particular to thi s
country. People are very critical about math teaching
in the United States nowadays, as if it was just an
American problem. But even though some other countries get higher test score s, the fundamental mis-teaching and bad teaching of mathematics is international,
it's stand ard. In some ways w e're not as bad as some
other countries. But I don't want to get into that right
now.
Let me state three possible philosophical attitudes towards mathematics:
Platonism says mathematic s is abou t some ab stra ct
entities which are independent of humanity.
Formalism says mathematics is nothing b u t calculation s. There's no meaning to it at all. You just come
out with the right answer by followin g the rules.
Humanism sees mathematics as part of human cultu re

and human history.
It's hard to come to rigorous conclusions about this
3

kind o f thing , but I feel it 's almost obviou s that
Platonism and formali sm are anti-educational, and
interfere with understanding, and humanism at least
doesn't hurt and cou ld be beneficial.
Formalism is con n ected with rote, the traditional
method which is still common in m any parts of the
world. Here's an alg orithm; practice it for a while; now
here's another one. That's certainly what makes a lot
of people hate mathematics. (I don't mean that mathematicians who are formalists advocate teaching by
rote. But the formalist conception of mathematics fits
naturally with the rote method of instruction.)
There are various kinds of Platonists. Some are good
tea chers, some are bad. But the Platonist idea, that, as
my friend Phil Da vis puts it, pi is in the sky, helps to
make mathematics intimidating and remote, It can be
an excuse for a pupil's failure to learn, or for a teacher's
saying "som e people just don't get it."
The humanistic philosophy brings mathematics down
to earth, makes it accessible psychologically, and in creases the likelihood that som eone can learn it, becaus e it's just one of the things that people do. This is
a matter of opinion; there's no data, no tests. But I'm
convinced it is the case.
JB: How do you teach humanistic math?
HERSH: I'm going to sid estep that sligh tly, I'll tell you
my conception of goo d math teaching. How this connects with the philosophy may be more ten uous .
The essential thing is interaction, communication . Only
in math d o you have this typical figure who was supposedly exemplified b y Norbert Wiener. He walks into
the classroom, doesn't look at the class, starts writing
on th e board, keeps writing until the hour is over and
then departs, still without looking at the class.
A good math te acher star ts with examples. He first
asks the question and then gives the an swer, instead
of giving the answer without mentioning what the
question was. He is alert to the body language and
eye movements of th e class. If they start rolling their
eyes or leaning back, he will stop his proof or his calcu lation and force them so m eh ow to respond, even to
sa y "I don't get it." No math class is totally bad if the
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students are speaking up. And no math lecture is really good, no matter h ow beautiful, if it let s the audien ce become simply passive . Some of th is applies to
any kind of teaching, but math unfortunate ly is conducive to bad teaching.
It's so strange. Ma thematical theorems may really be
very useful. But nobody kn ows it. The tea cher doen't
mention it, the stu d ents d on 't kn ow it. All the y know
is it's part of the course. That's inhuman, isn't it?
Here is an anecdote. I teach a class, which I invented
myself" called Problem Solving for High School and
Junior High School Teachers and Future Teachers. The
idea is to get them into problem sol ving, having fun at
it, feeling confident at it, in the hope that when they
become teachers they will impart some of tha t to their
class. The s tud en ts had assi gnments; they were su p posed to work on something and then com e talk about
it in class. One day I called for volunteers. No volunteers. I waited. Waited. Then, feeling very brave , I went
to the back of the room and sat down and said nothing. For a while. And another while. Then a student
went to the blackboard, and then another on e.
It turned ou t to be a very go od class. The ke y was that
I was willing to shut up. The easy thing, which I had
done hundreds of times, would ha ve been to say,
"Okay, I'll show it to you." That's perhaps the biggest
difficulty for most, n early all , teachers-not to talk so
much. Be quiet. Don't think the world's coming to an
end if there's silence for two or three minutes.
JB: Earlier you mentioned the word beauty. What' s
w ith beauty?
HERSH: Fortunately, I have an answer to that. My
friend , Clan-Carlo Rota, dealt with that issue in his
new bo ok , Indiscrete Thoughts. He said the desire to
sa y "How beautiful!" is associated with an insigh t.
When so m eth in g unclear or confusing suddenly fits
together, that's beautiful. Ma ybe th ere are other situations that you would say are beautiful be sides that,
but I felt when I read that that he really had something. Because we talk about beauty all the time without being clear what we mean by it; it 's purely subjective, But Rota came very close to it. Order out of confusion, simplicity out of comp lexity, understanding out
of misunderstanding-that's mathematical beauty.
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Math Lingo vs. Plain English: Multiple Entendre
Stephen I. Brown
University atBuffalo
SUNYBuffalo,Amherst NY 74260
EUASTEVE@ubvms.cc.buffalo.edu

Once more, it is ordinary language with allits ambiguity that provides a clue that the concept of
definition in mathematics might not be as monolithic as we are led to believe when the claim is
made that definitions are arbitrary and we can define anything any way we wish.
"Beware the double entendre" would be a good slogan to su mm arize a recent article by Reuben Hersh one that ends by enticing the reader to make up slogans w ith some w ords that have technical mathematical as well as ord inary language meanings.' The point
of his creative exercise is to have the reader encounter and perhaps int ernalize what Hersh views as an
importan t lesson that ma y account for difficulties studen ts have in learning mathematics: that ordinary language is not only filled with ambiguous meanings,
but that even when there is no ambiguity in ordinary
language, there is generally either no connection or a
ten uous one between that meaning and the mathematicalone.
As an example of a tenuous connection, Hersh comments,

Thus when we ask someone to sho w that a number
divisible by six is even, it is surely appropriate in ordinary usage to choose one example (like forty-two)
to d emonstrate the point rather than to come up with
some ge neral proof.
The connection between mathematics and ordinary
language can be even more tenuous however in advanced mathematics, as Hersh p oints out. He comments:

.
In ad vanced mathematics, there's more

linguistic confusion. Surds (absurd),
irrational and imaginary numbers, singular perturbations, d egenera te kernel s, strange attractors-all sou nd d angerous, undesirable, things to avoid
(p .51).

If 1 say "I own a number of calcu lus
books...," 1 don't mean zero books....I
don't even mean one book....I mean
two or more (p.48).

It is true that the mismatch between mathematical and
everyday meanings is significan t enough to warrant
our attention, and a disinclination to appreciate this
observation may very well account for problems stuHersh claims that he no w understand s that it was not d ents have in appreciating mathem atical m eaning.
mere ignorance that accounted for the comment ma ny There are, how ever, concomitan t issu es that are either
years ago b y one of hi s stu de n ts who asserted that ignored or distorted by Hersh 's program to clear up
the intended entendre- with the int ention of minim izzero was not a number.
ing ambiguity. They are issues th at have deep conseHersh offers a litany of other ordinary language ex- qu ences not onl y for stu dents attemptin g to learn new
pressions that are at odds w ith mathematical mean- bodies of know ledge, but for anyone attempting to
ing: adding (which in ord inary language always leads appreciat e the nature of mathematical thought as well
to an increase in number), difference (signaling a com- as its intellectual history.
parison in ordinary language, but not necessarily subtraction), multiplication (repeated ly adding so that one For this purpose, 1 would like to suggest the followarrives at some thing that is bigger than what was ini- ing complementary slog ans:
tially the case ).
1. " BE AWARE OF THE DOUBLE ENTENDRE."

He points ou t that not only objects and operations but
the logic of requests or demands is problematic as well.
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2 . " BE AWARE OF M ULTIPLE ENTENDRE. "
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the opposite? Who are these mathematicians that appreciate the m eaning? Are we referring to those who
gave birth to the ideas and found th em selves walking on a tight-rope, or are we referring to a twentieth
century embodiment of "mathematician ?" Are there
present day mathematicians who would have difficulty with the concept of zero defining a number of
real world objects? Should there be?
One reason that each of the extensions of numbers
(beyo nd natural numbers-those that Kronecker
spoke of as God-given, but which Russell and Frege
attempted to humanize by establishing them on a settheoretic foundation) met with such resistance among
professionals is that there was an important and
healthy kind of confusion that had to be unraveled
Take the case of " neg a tive number" for exa mple. over time. It is a sort of confusion that is not easily
Whil e "negative" surely fits the bill of sound ing dan- conque red once and for all, but is perhaps built into
gerous and is so mething to avoid (unless of course it the human mind, and reappears with each new disis associated with a biopsy), the Latin translation of covery in all field s of inquiry. That is, in viewing an
that concept (which pre-dated the English translation) extension of already existing concepts, how d o we
wa s just as forebod ing and perhaps more revealing. connect with what exists? What do we expec t of the
These numbers were originally called numeri ficti- newly emerging idea that is in common with th e premeaningfi ctitious numbers. The implication here is not vious one?
onl y that these n umbers are dangerous, but that they
reall y d o not exist- or if th ey do, their existence is Obviously a concept (of number, for example) which
shrouded in mystery.
derives from an earlier one has something in common
with the earlier one. Just as obviously, however, it difWhat can stu dents learn not by disassociating from fers from the original one. Each extension requires that
an English translation, but by embracing su ch trans- we decide how much we want the emerging idea to
lations with an historical and multicultural perspec- deviate from the originaL At what point is th e deviative? Perhaps th e deepest lesson to learn is that they tion so significant that w e can no longer speak of th e
are not fools if they do not immediately understand two concepts in the same breath?
what the concept is all about. No t singly, but taken as
a whole, words like "negative, " "imaginary," "irra- With each extension of number, mathematicians had
tional," "complex" with regard to numbers sign al to ask themselves what there wa s that was so fundasome thing very important. That is, they suggest that mental about the concept from which it w as to be dethe se concepts evolved against considerable resis - rived that had to be held intact- such that letting it
tance. They may come to appreciate that in a quite go w ould completely destroy the concep t.
deep sense, "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny." If our
st udents have trouble understanding how n umbers At ea rly stages in the history of mathematics, extenare extended, then it w ould be a significant source of sions were characterized by mathematicians' search
so lace for them to appreciate that they are me rely ex- for a "v isible" thread- something linked to the real
perien cing the labor pains of these ideas historically. world, or perhaps a model of some sor t that might be
a bit more abstract than what could be touched or seen.
And why shoul d these ideas hav e had such a labor Just as mathematicians who were confronted with the
intensive birth? Wh y were the y not just accepted as search for some reality that linked the emerg ing conreasonable extensions of existing knowledge? What cept of numerifieti to the ear thiness of the na tural numdoes it mean to say, as Hersh points out, that math- bers, so our students experience discomfort when the y
ematician s appreciate that zero may have meaning in cannot rely upon familiar models in a number systhe above context while ordinary language suggests tem that is supposedly an extension of what is already

BE AWARE OF THE DOUBLE ENTENDRE

Precision of meaning is one thing. An appreciation
for the evo lu tion of ideas and the associated labor
pains is another. The slogan "Be Aware of (rather than
Beware) the Double Entendre" is intended to have an
ameliorative rather than a dismissive quality with regard to the concept of double entendre. What do I have
in mind? While Hersh has found out that some students have trouble understanding a concept like that
of irrational or imaginary numbers because they seek
association with such words which "sound dangerous, undesirable, things to av oid ," I have di scovered
that many are fru strated by a di sinclination to take
seriously the ord inary language equivalent.
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comfortable.
We sometimes get the impression that an axiomatic
formulation of mathematics was a watershed that
enabled mathematicians to resolve this problem once
and for all. We thus might conclude erroneously that
it is our students' inability to appreciate an axiomatic
perspective that accounts for their relu ctan ce to accept some of these extensions. We m ight believe that
the culprit then is an overly "concrete" hold on the
prior number system, and furthermore that the concrete hold is rooted in an effort to connect each idea
with ord inary language usa ge. Thus if natural number is associated with objects you can see or touch,
then it su rely is und erstandable that our stu dents
would have a problem that mathematicians do not
have with zero or ne gative elements being numbers
at all.

linquished under matrix multiplication. Yet, we ha ve
come to think of matrices as being a number system
of sorts.
As we depict the actual evolution of number systems,
we can share with our students the historical deb ates
that took pla ce regarding the legitimacy of purported
extensions. But we can do more. If w e en gage them in
creating alternative extensions-ones that challenge
some of their own cherished properties-at what point
do our students get their backs up and say that the
system being created no longer reflects what numbers
are "really about"?

That's the sort of question that can engage our students, once we encourage them not to by-pass the ambiguity of ordinary lan gua ge and to place mathematics on a different sort of pedestal, but rather to see
how the presence of language in the evolution of ideas
But the problem does not (and did not) disappear with is a testimony to the most human problems of cogruthe creation of an axiomatic perspective. If we think tion and emotion as well: How badly do we want
of the natu ral numbers as a system satisfying Peano's something that opens up totally new avenues to expostulates, then we know that there are certain axi- plore, and at what price will we buy it?
oms that such a system must satisfy. But as we extend
this system, we find ou t tha t som e of the properties BE AWARE OF MULTIPLE ENTENDRE
must be relinquished. It is not just that we cannot So far, we have shown how attention to double
" touch" negative numbers that is problematic, but entendre can be advantageous not from the point of
rather that the extended system loses some proper- view of making each new concept more easily underties of number that are associated with the positive stood, but rather as a tool in enabling us to better unintegers and such properti es are cherished by differ- derstand the problematic nature of an entire collecent people in different ways. If the extension from tion of concepts.
positive integers to integers enables us to solve some
new equations, it also raises som e eyebrows. Thus, in There is however another way in which attention to
the extended system we can no longer hold on to ordinary language can be enlightening. This has to
mathematical induc tion (a loss felt perhaps more dra- do less with the translation (and mistranslations) of a
matically in gu ise of the equivalen t well-ordering family of words and grammatical uses in the domains
property). Not every subset of the new system has a of ordinary language vs. mathematics, and more with
least element. Similarly, an awareness that is perhaps an awareness of certain concepts that are embedded
more intuitively understood (with machinery that in our culture in general.
may sound less technical than mathematical induction) is challenged to the hilt when an extension from It lead s us to an issu e alluded to in the above section,
positive to negative rationals leads us to reject the but it puts a totall y new slant on the issue. I begin
stro ngly he ld belief that a sm aller number divided by with the story of a classroom event of sev eral years
a larger number cannot equal a larger nu mber divided ago.
by a smaller one (as in ~ ]/1 = 1 /~1 ) .
I was teaching a talented group (sic) of graduate stuWhen do we reach a point of no return-such tha t we dents who had previously been exposed to a number
no longer think of the newly derived system as being of different strategies for extending number systems.
a number system at all? We know that the deeply Thus, they had postulated newly extende d number
embedded property of commutativity had to be re~ systems; they had derived new systems from old ones
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mak ing use of concep ts such as ordered pairs of ele- and not X simultaneously, they most likely would
ments from the old ones; they had proved all sorts of claim that such is not possible, and in fact is an imthings about the new systems in relation to the old portant element in the arsena l of mathematical arguones; they knew what the concept of equivalence re- men ts.
lation was all abo ut and had seen the relevance of that
concept to extensions; they had been exposed to the Now there is a grain of truth in the students' reacconcept of new systems having a subset isomo rp hic tions, an d I perhap s misin terpreted the ir efforts to reto the old; the y ha d been exposed to alternative his- solve the probl em, but I still found it difficult to untorical develop ment of the real numbers as in the case derstand how they could not be bothered by what
appeare d to be an obvi ous contradiction. In fact, no
of Dedekind's cuts vs. Weier strass' limits.
one menti oned that the new system of complex numI then proposed the follow ing (wha t I thought wa s) bers is not merely an add-on to the old system in the
simple d ilemma :
sense that everything that w as assumed in the old
system was also introduced into the new.
The real numbers can be characterized in an axioma tic way (essentially an Archimede an orde red It is not tha t no one pointed ou t that in the new sysfield, but I was careful to lay out the properties ). I tem, an important property of the old one must be
reviewed for them that wit hin that system, it is relinquished (that of orde r), but rather that no one
possible to prove that there does not exist a num- even entertained the possibility tha t something might
be lost even if the y could not name what it w as.
ber x so that xl =-1.
I then told them tha t one "popular " way of viewing
the set of complex num bers is to define that set as a
one that satisfies all the properties of the previous se t,
but in addition has the followin g property:
There exists a number x so that r

=-1.

Q uestion: How is such a contrad iction possible?
I found their ans w ers perple xin g. Many of them
claimed that the ne w set. the complex numbers, was
a different set than the pre viou s one- the real numbers- so that there was no implied contradiction.!
Some people seemed to believe that the problem wa s
resolved by naming the new system-as if such an act
in and of itself had the power to di ssolve a contradi ction . Some claimed that it is not surp rising to find out
that what we p reviously held to be impossible was in
fact possible since that is ana logous to what growing
up and being educated is all about.

Why is that? It took me a long time to come to appreciate wha t might have been going on, and I have finall y come to an hypothesis that seems worth takin g
seriously.That is, I have come to believe that their disinclination to consider the possibility tha t some thing
had to be relinquished is a functi on of one rather specific notion of progress in our cu lture. Adapting a
phrase of Piaget's that has a slightly different connotati on, I ha ve dubbed th is noti on of p rogress The
American Phenomenon. While there are multip le meanings of progress in ordinary language, a dominant one
seems to assume that progress involves getting more
and more of what youfind desirable (like bein g able to
get a solution to x 2 = -1 wh en it did not previously
exist) without ever losing anything that you previously

held worthwhile.

The fact that an extens ion of a numbe r system provides you w ith something new and desirable but may
at the same time d eprive you of something you previously found desirable is not well understood . But
Many other interesting comments were mad e, and in why so? It may not be a resul t of the fact that the techfact, encou raging students to an alyze this sort of qu es- nical process of exten sion is poorly understood from
tion in a non-threatening way serv ed as a wonde rful a mathemati cal point of view, but ra ther because the
Rorschach test. By examining anoma lies in a specifi c concept of progress in gen era l is filled wi th so many
rather than in a globa l con text, ins tru ctors ma y un- unexplored myths.
earth some interesting student misconceptions. That
is, if asked whe ther or not it would be accep table to So, I am sugges ting that it is not that we need to di shave a system that satisfies the two propositions X tingui sh (and divorce) ordina ry language from p re-
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cisc mathe matic al language in orde r to create a mo re
accurate under standi ng of mathematical ideas. Rathe r
it is wort h doing some analysis of words and concepts
in ordinary language that do Hotatall have mathematical counterparts, but that strongly influen ce the way
in which our students th ink abou t ma the matics and
mathem atical de velopment in the first pla ce. Progress
is one such concep t bu t there are other s.
What is needed in orde r to fully appreciate that exten sion of systems ma y have a price to pa y is not only
an issue of mathematical logic. It requires simultaneou sly that w e do some excavation on a concept of
ordinary language that is popularly viewed as unambiguous: the concept of progress. Once more, what
we need is to seek greater rather than lesser ambiguity in order to arrive finally at a view of the concept of
progress that illuminates the interesting discomfort
w e feel when popularly held principles have to be
relinquished.
I conclude with one other concep t that is a meta -mathematical rather than a mathematical one. Sometimes
it is our inability to appreciate fully the ambiguity of
ordinary language that prevents us from understanding not only a particular mathematical concept or an
array of concepts, but rather the nature of mathematical thought itself. Consider the concept of definition.
Most of m y students believe that definitions in mathematics are arbitrary. That is, they tell me that you
can define things any way you want.

criteria that need to be unearthe d before definitions
are accepted . For example, in mos t circumstances, we
do not select defin itions that we believe would lead
to contradictions. Thus the concep t of the slope of a
straight line w ould make little sens e if slope changed
in value dep ending upon which points wer e selected
along the line.
.
But there is something deeper about the concept of
definition which does borrow from ordinary langu age
use of definition. That is, there ar e occasio ns upon
which definitions even in mathematics ser ve some
function other than that of stipulating one expression
for some other. That is, there are occasions upon which
definitions are descriptive in nature." Far from being
arb itrary, these definitions are intended to convey with
a degree of accuracy what it is that accords intuitively
with our beliefs.
So, for example, there are many different ways of de fining a circle in precise mathematical terms. Though,
as Hersh would point out, common language usage
might not distinguish carefully between points along
the rim and interior points (for example), in no case
would we expect that what we pre viously defined as
slope would satisfy the definition of circle. Such a
definition would not accord with our prior sense of
what a circle "really is." To adopt the notion of definition in mathematics as arbitrary is to show a lack of
appreciation for the interesting range of ways the concept of definition functions in ordinary language. It is
to act as if the Socratic search for "justice" or "beauty"
is a pointless venture on the grounds that any shorthand expression would do.

Holding on to a narrow and unambiguous notion of
definition, they essentially see its application in mathematics as the replacement of one arbitrary English
word with some mathematical formu lation. Thus the Once more, it is ordinary language with all its ambislope of a line in a Cartesian co-ordinate system is guity that provides a clue that the concept of definimeant to be a shorthand way of replacing the change tion in mathematics might not be as monolithic as we
in y va lues di vided by the change in x values for an y are led to believe when the claim is made that definitwo points on a straight line.
tions are arbitrary and we can define anything any
way we w ish.
What the concept of arbitrary definition neglects to
appreciate is first of all that no one goes around just CONCLUSION
defining things arbitrarily and that considerable spade So Hersh, in his delightful essay, reminds us that orwork is necessary in ord er to decide what is worth dinary language can be misleading and can inter fere
de fining in the first place. That is, definitions single with students' understanding of mathematical id eas .
out objects with a purposein mind, and frequently that That lesson itself, however, is misleading if we do not
purpose is arrived at as a culminating act of inquiry also take into consideration that ambiguity of lanrather than as a first step (as most texts would have guage can be an asset, especially when the goal is not
us believe). In addition, of course, there are logical necessarily to unearth the preci se meaning of a rela-
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tively narrow mathematical concept (like negative
integer), but rather to appreciate how it is that an array of related concepts (like number) has evolved.
It is by looking at the array of ordinary language meanings (and concomitant emotional baggage) associated
with numbers that we can beg in to imagine a state of
mind that was behind Kronecker's reaction to
Lindemann's demonstration of the transcendental
nature of pi: Just a litt le over a century ago, he said:

What good is your beautiful investigation regarding pi? Why study such
problems, since irrational numbers do
not exist?"
The pedagogical issues are complicated here and I
have made no effort to spell this awareness ou t in

terms of any teaching program. Furthermore, I have
intentionally focused narrowly on the concept of number rather than upon the range of interesting specific
concepts that Hersh has explored. I have also not explored in general the role tha t ordinary language plays
in thinking, nor have I delved in particular into the
role of metaphorical thinking in mathematics-a
thinking that might account for the variety and richness of systems described by language such as "ring,"
"field," "ideal," and even "manifold " and "commutater."!
While what I have claimed does not negate Hersh's
argument, I have attempted to point out that the am bigu ity of ordinary language serves a number of interesting functions beyond the antiseptic one of identifying and delimiting <sic again) its potential in understanding mathematics.

Acknowledgment:1amgratefu l to Eileen Brown, Ralph Raimi, FrederickReiner, Tamara Smith and David Wilson for
having made helpful comments onan ear/ier version of this manuscript.
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Abe Shenitzer at 75
Hardy Grant
539 HighlandAvenue,
Ottawa ON R2A 2J8, Canada
hgrant@freener.carlaton,ca
Wid ely recognized as a tire less crusad er for "hu man istic" ap p roach es to mathema tics, Abe Shenitze r ea rlier this yea r completed the third q uarter of his first
cen tury. To mar k the b irthday, a celebratory conference in Abe's honor was held on October S" at York
Un ive rsi ty in Toron to, h is home institu tion since 1969.

until his move to Toron to. His classroom ca reer was
crowned by his winning of a prestigious Ontario-wi de
award for teaching excellence; the testimonials cited
not only his command of his subject and his communicative skills but also his conce rn for h is stude nts as
peop le. He reti red officially from York University a
few years ago, bu t now is bu sier than ever w ith scholarly pursuits. He has of course many interest s and
pa ssions outside mathematics. Two of his recent transla tions from Polish are of books about lite rat ure. He
is among other th ings a lover of good m usic (w ith a
special reverence for Bach), an enthusiastic skie r. and
a skilled craftsm an in wood .

Abe wa s born in Warsaw bu t g rew u p in Sosno wicc ,
an industria l city in southwestern Poland. He says that
in h is schoo l d ays he liked mathematics an d was good
at it but d id not yet sense its cul tural signi ficance. He
inclined a t th at time to prefer the stu dy of langu ages,
which indeed has remained one of his great loves. A
deep sensitiv ity for lingu ist ic nua nce lies beh ind the
success of his many translations of mathematical (and The conference marking Abe's 75th birthday was suother) books and articles from Russian, German and perbly organized by tw o of his York colleagues and
Polish. (This activity he conti nues to pursue ; his next long time friends, Isra el Kleine r an d Martin Muld oon.
majo r project is a trans lation of Detlef Laugw itz's re- Five spea kers graced the prog ram , and the di versity
of their themes mirro red the bread th of the guest of
cent intellectu al biography of Riema nn. )
honor's mat hematical interes ts. Ed Barbeau (UniverBet ween 1943 and his libera tion from Bergen-Belsen sity of Toront o) spoke on "Fourier Series"; Haro ld
at the en d of World War II Abe was in several labor Edwa rds (New York Uni versity) on 'The Funda menand concentration camps. He contin ues to share his tal Theorem of Algebra"; Peter Hilton (University of
tho ugh ts on the Holocaust by invitation with man y Central Florida and SUNY at Bingham pton) on "From
groups, especially of high -school stu dents. He came Geometry to Algebra: Reflections on the Birth of Hoto the United States in 1946. He had by this tim e taught m ologica l Algeb ra"; Waiter Littma n (Unive rsity of
himself Eng lish, using th e famous Langensche id t Minneso ta) on "The Two-Way Street Betw een Contro l
me thod tha t based the study on a literary masterpiece Theory and Partial Differen tial Equa tions"; and Hel(in th is case A Christ mas Carol). He too k an under- ena Pycior (University of Wisconsin at Milwau kee)
gra d uate degree in mathematics at Brooklyn College, on "George Berkeley, Mat hematics and Ph ilosophy:
then went on to earn his Ph.D. at Ne w York Univ er- Bcrkeleia nScho larship into the 19905."Trib utes to Abe
sity. His su pervisor was th e late Wilhelm Magnu s, at the ensuing banq uet were g lowing, but luckily his
who m Abe remembers as "a ma n of towe ring intel- sense of humor an d his sense of perspective, bot h of
lect an d wonderfu l kindness." It was while at NYU which are q uite out of the or d inary, sho ul d ensure that
that he met the w ise and gracious lad y who became he will be able to go on wearing the same hats as behis wife; he and Sarah now have tw o gr own d au gh - fore.
ters and two grandsons.
Abe Shenitzer's work consi stently cha mp ions wha t he
A brief stint at a Bell Telephone research labor atory calls the intellectu al aspec ts of ma thema tics as o pconv inced him tha t his future lay in academ ia. He posed to the merely technical. His many talks and artaug ht at Rutgers University in New Jersey for a year ticles strive always to close the gap ben...een these two
and a half, then at Adelphi University on Lon g Island facets of the subject. Specializa tion, he has written , "is
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the price we pay for creative achievements", but it
enta ils that "the 'average' productive mathematician
sometimes knows little about mathematical ideas outside his speciality and even less abou t their evolu tion
and role." He once contras ted this narrowness of vision among mat hematicians with the situation in a
d iscipline such as English literatu re. "The term 'English major;" he wrote, "implies some historical, philosophical and evaluative traini ng and competence, It
is sad but tru e that the term 'mathematician' does not
imply corresp onding training and competence."
These concerns un derlie Abe's approach to the column, called 'The Evolution of ...," which he has edited for the American MathematicalM onthly since January 1994. The column 's articles are chosen for their
ability to expand readers' mathematical horizons by
paying special attention to (as Abe puts it) "ideas and
issues that overlap d ifferent domains of mathematics, or overlap mathematics and other disciplines, such
as ph ysics, philosophy and so on." The articles have
solid math ematical substance, with an emphasis on
developments since 1700; bu t alwa ys the goal is to

shed light on larger themes. This policy should make
the column especia lly valuable to teachers, whose effectiveness can be much increased by awareness of
their curriculum 's wider mathematical and cultural
context.
It is difficult for me to write dispassionately about Abe

Shenitzer-so I hope that it is not necessary. For more
than a qu arter of a century he has figured in my life
as colleague, collaborator, gu ru, travelling compan·
ion and mu ch more; ours is a friendship with many
dimensions. I can echo the several peop le at the conference in his honor who said , pri vately or publicly,
that they count Abe among their grea test teachers
though they neve r sat in one of his classrooms. l owe
him debts that are not easy to exp ress, let alone to
repay-and I kno w that many others would say the
same. It is a jay to repo rt that at 75 he enjoys a menta l
and ph ysical robustness scarcely if at all di minished
by time. That is a lucky state of affairs for the cause of
humanistic math ematics, which Abe has served so devotedly and so well.

A Brief Tribute to 1t
J.D. Phi/lips
SainIMary's College
Morgana. CA 94575·3517
phi/fips@stmarys·ca.edu

So dose,

yet so far away

3.14159265358979323846264
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Reminiscences of Paul Erdos (1913

01996)

Melvin Henriksen
HalVey MuddCollege
Claremont CA 91711
Henriksen@hmc.edu

Reprinted from theMathematicalAssociation of America website:
htlp:llwww.maa.orgJfeatureslerdos.html
I met Paul Erdos shortly after his 40th birthday in April
1953 a t Purdue Unive rsity in West Lafayette, Indiana .
Hewas alread y a living legend becau se of his su bstantial con trib u tions to the theory o f nu mbers, the theor y
of sets, what is now called di screte m athematics, as
we ll as to man y other areas of mathematics. (For example, altho ug h he had little interest in topology, his
name appears in most topology texts as the firs t person to give an exam ple of totally disconnected topological space that is no t zero-dimensiona l.) I was a 26year old instructor in my first yea r at Purd ue. Man y
of my colleagues knew him well. He ha d been a visi ting resea rch associate at Pur d ue for a coup le of yea rs
during World War II, and had visited so many uni versities and atten ded so many conferences that he
was well known to m ost of the others. Those that were
ac tive in research admired his ma the matical accompl ishme n ts, while o the rs on the facu lty were amused
by his eccen tricities. Wh at I remember most clearly is
his an no u ncemen t to everyone that "d eath begins at
40" .
I am not qualified to write a biogr aphy of Erd os, but
some background seems ne cessa ry. There is an excellently written and accurate obituary of him by Gina
Kolata in the Sept. 21, 1996 issu e of the Ne w York
Times, beginning on pa ge 1. An int erview cond ucted
in 1979 w hich reveals much of his personality appeared in the volu me Mathematical People ed ited by
D.J. Albers an d G.L. Alexand erson (Birkhauser 1985).
The Mathematical Association o f America (MAA) sells
two videos of Erd os, and Ronald G raham , a long tim e
collabora tor, has edited together wi th [arik Nesetri l
tw o vol umes on his mathematical work and life. (Both
vo lumes have been publish ed by Springer-Verlag and
were available in Jan uary 1997. They include a d etailed biographical article by Bella Bollobas .)
Erd os was born in Budapes t in 1913 of p arents who
were Jewi sh intellectuals. Hi s brilliance was evident
by the time he was three years old . For thi s rea son,
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and perhaps beca use two older sisters d ied of scarle t
fever shortly before he was born, his pa rents shielded
him almost co mp letely from the every day problems
of life. For example, he never had to tie hi s own shoelaces un til he was 14 yea rs old, and never buttered
his own toast un til he was 21 years old in Camb ridge,
Eng land . In retu rn for the freed om to concentrate almost exclusively on in tellectual p ursuits, he paid the
price of no t learni ng the social skills tha t are expected
o f all of us and usually acquired in child hood .
He became intern ationa lly famous at the age o f 20
when he got a simple p roof of a theo rem that was origina lly conjectured by Bertrand and later proved by
Tchebychev: For every positive integer n, there is a
prime between n and 2n. Tchebychev's p roof was qui te
hard ! Erd os completed the req uirements for the Ph.D.
at the University of Bud apes t about a year later, b ut
had no chance of getting a position in H u ngary because he was a Jew living u nd er a right wing d ictatorship allied wi th Naz i Germany. He sp ent so me time
at Camb rid ge University in 1935. There, his life as a
wande ring mathematician began. In fact, he had visited Cambrid ge three times the year before . He liked
traveling and had no trouble working while d oin g so.
He liked people, and excep t for those w ho could not
tolerate his ignoran ce of th e social graces, they liked
him . He tried hi s best to be pl ea sant to everyone an d
wa s genero us in giving cred it and respect to his collaborators.
I do not kn ow when he first came to the Uni ted Sta tes,
but he spen t the yea rs of World War II here, two of
them at Purdue. Nor can I give a list of the many u niversities he visited for any substantial length of time.
By the time I met him , he had written join t papers
wi th many ma thematicians most of w ho m had established research re p uta tio ns before working w it h
Erd os. The only Erd os collaborator who worked wit h
him unwillingly was Atle Selbe rg. In the late 1940s,
both of them, working ind ependently, had obtai ned
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"elementary" proofs (meanin g: proofs that did not use
complex analysis) of the prime number theorem. The
theorem states that the number of primes less than or
equal to (a positive real number) x is asymptotically
equal to x/ Iogfr ). This had been conjectu red by Gauss
and Legendre based on empirical data, but it had only
been pr oved many years later, by two French mathematicians, Jacques Hadamard and Ch arl es de la
Vallee Pou ssin (also working independently). Both
proofs dep ended heavily on complex analysis. What
Selberg an d Erdos did in thei r "elementary" proofs
was to avo id using com plex analysis (the proofs were
in no sense "easy"). In those pre-email da ys, the fastest courier of mathematical news was Paul Erdos. He
told anyone w ho w ould listen that Selberg and he had
dev ised an elementary proof of the prime numb er
theorem.
Almost every number theorist knew of Erdos, while
few had heard of the you ng Norwegian Selberg. So
when the news traveled back to Selberg, it appeared
that Erdos had claimed all the credit for himself. The
ensuing bitterness was not healed by the tw o of them
writing a joint paper. Selberg later published another
elementary pro of on his own,and went on to a brilliant mathematical career, eventually becoming a permanent member of the Institute for Advanced Study
in Princeton, the Valha lla for mathematicians. Erdos
had been a visitor there earlier, but was not offered a
member ship . Exactly what happened is controversial
to this day, and read ing the articl e by Bolloba s will
shed more light on this matter than this short sum mary can .
Erdos spent the acad em ic year 1953-54 at the University of Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana. Arnold
Ross, the chairman of the Mathematics Depa rtment,
had arranged for him to teach only one (advanced)
course, and supp lied an assistan t who could take over
his class if he had the urge to travel to talk w ith a collaborator. Erdos had rejected organiz ed religion as a
young man, an d had be en p ers ecuted in Roman
Catholic Hungary. So we teased him about working
at a Catholic ins titution. He said in all ser iousness tha t
he liked being the re ve ry much, and especially enjoyed discus sion s wit h the Dominican s. "The only
thing that bothers me," he said, " there are too many
plus signs ." H e came by bu s to West Lafayette fairl y
often for short periods because he had so many friends
there and because he liked the mathematical atmo-
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sphere.
At that time , Leonard Gillman and I were trying to
study the structure of the residue class field s of rin gs
of real-valued continuous fun ctions on a topological
space modulo maximal ideals. We had learned quite
a bit about them, but had run into serious se t-theoretic difficulties. Erdos had little interest in abstract
algebra or topology, but wa s a ma ster of set-theo retic
constructions. Without bothering him w ith our motivation for askin g them, we asked him a series of questions abou t set theory, which he managed to answ er
while we could not.
He was no t terribly interes ted when we supplied him
with the motivation, and I ha ve often said tha t Erdo s
never understood our paper; all he did was the hard
part. This paper by Erdos, Gillman and Henriksen was
published in the Annals of Mathema tics in 1955. Without any of us realizing it in advance, it becam e one of
the pioneering papers in nonstandard analysis, and
was often credited to Erdos, et al.
Erdos got an offer allowing him to stay indefinitely at
No tre Dame on the same generous basis. H is friends
urged him to accept. "Paul", w e said "how much
longer can you keep up a life of being a traveling
mathematician?" (Little did we suspect that the answer was going to tum out to be "more than 40 years.")
Erd os thanked Ross , but turned him d own. As it
turned out, he would not ha ve been at Notre Dame
the next year whatever his answer had been.
The cold war was in full swing, the United States was
in the grip of par an oia about communism, and many
regarded unc onventional behavior as evidence of disloyalt y. Erdos had never applied for citizen ship anywhe re he lived, and had acquired Hungarian citizenship only by acciden t of birt h. He belonged to no political party, but ha d a fierce belief in the freedom of
ind ivid uals as long as they did no ha rm to an yone
else. All countries who failed to follow this were classified as imp erialist and given a name that began w ith
a small letter. For example, the Ll.S. was samland an d
the Soviet Union was joedom (after Joseph Stalin). He
talked of an organiza tion called the f.b.u-c-a combination of the EB.I an d a .G.p.u (wh ich later becam e
the K.G.B) an d conjectured that thei r agents were often inte rchan ged.
In 1954, Erdos wanted to go the International Con-
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gress of Mathematicians (held every four years), wh ich
wa s to be in Amste rdam tha t August. As a non-citizen leaving the Ll.S. with plans to return, he had to
apply for a re-en try permit. After being in terv iewed
by an INS agent in South Bend in early 1954, he received a letter sa ying that re-en try would be denied if
he left the Ll.S. He hi red a lawyer and appea led only
to be turned down again. No reason was ever giv en ,
but his lawyer wa s permitted to examine a portion of
Erdos' file an d found record ed the following facts:
• He cor responded with a Chinese nu mber theorist
named Hu a who had left his position at the Unlversi ty of Illinois to return to (red) China in 1949.
(A typ ical Erdos letter would have begun: Dear Hua,
Let p be an odd prime.i.)
• He had blundered onto a rad ar ins tallation on
Long island in 1942 while d iscussin g ma thematics
with two other non-citizens.
• His mothe r worked for the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences, and had had to join the communist party
to hold her position.
To Erd os, being denied the right to travel was like
being d enied the right to brea the , so he went to
Amsterd am anyway. He was confident that he could
easily obtain a Dutch and an English visa. The Dutch
gav e him a visa good for only a few mon ths, an d England would not let him come, likely becau se if they
chose to deport him, the onl y cou ntry obligated to
accept him wa s communist Hungary. By then, Erdos
was a member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
but he wo uld go to Hungary only if his friend s could
assure him tha t he wou ld be permitted to leave. At
thi s poin t, he swa llowed his pride and obtained a
passport from israel (note the punctuation ) which
served to give him freedom to tra vel anywhere in
western Europe. He was permitted to return to the
United States in the sum mer of 1959 on a temporary
visa to attend a month long conference on number
theory in Boulder, Colorado. He stopped at Purdue
on his way back to Europe to give a colloquium talk.
When I picked him up at the airport, what struck me
first was that he had a suitcase! For many years, he
tra veled only w ith a sma ll leathe r br iefcase containing a change of socks and underwear in addition to a
wash-and -wea r shirt, together w ith some paper and
a few reprints. About a year later, the United States
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government lost its fea r of Erdos an d gave him resident alien status once more. He never had trou ble
going in or out of the Ll.S. again . Erdos had lived from
hand to mou th most of the time until the late 19505.
When the Russians sen t Spu tnik into orbit and the
space race beg an , there was a vast increase in government support of resea rch. Th is made it possible for
his man y friend s an d co-au thors to give him resear ch
stipends. This had little effect on his lifestyle. His su itcase was rarely mo re than half full, and he gave away
most of his money to help talen ted young mat hematicians or to offer cash prizes for solving research problems of va rying degrees of difficulty. (The cash prizes
were not as costly as he ha d expected. The winners
would often fram e his checks wi thout cashing them ,
Solving a $1000 problem wo uld ma ke you internationally famous, and being able to say tha t you solved
any of his prize problems en ha nced your repu tatio n.)
Around 1965, Cas pe r Goffman concocted the idea of
an Erdos nu mber. If you had wri tten a joint paper with
him, your Erdos number was 1. If you had written a
join t paper with som eone w ith Erdos number 1, your
Erdos number is 2, and so on inductively.There is now
an Erd Os Number PrQject hom e page on the web
wh ere you can see a list of all who ha ve an Ed os nu mber of 1 (there ar e 462 of us ) and 2 (all 4566 of them ,
including Albert Einstein). All in all, Erdos wrote about
1500 researc h papers, and 50 or so more w ill appear
afte r his death.
While we did no more joint resear ch, we often met at
conferences or when we were bo th visiting the same
un iversity. Some time s I could hardly talk to him because he was surrounded by mathem aticians eager
to ask hi m questions, but when I could, he inqu ired
about mutual friend s and asked about follow-up work
on our paper an d progress abo ut solving the ope n
problems we had posed . While he de vo ted his life to
mathematics, he wa s wide ly rea d in many area s and I
almost always learned a grea t deal ta lking to him
about many non-mathematical ideas. I saw him last
in Budapest last Sept. 4. He attended the first half of a
ta lk I ga ve about separa te vs. joint contin uity. He
apologi zed in advan ce abou t having to leave early
because he had ma de an appointment he could not
break before he knew I woul d be spea king. Even then,
he made two helpful commen ts while presen t. Before
r left the Academy of Sciences, I stopped to say goodbye an d saw him going over a paper with a young
Hunga rian ma thematician . He died in Warsaw of a
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heart atta ck on Sept. 20. He worked on what he loved
to do to the last!
Erdos had a special vocabulary that he concocted and
used cons istently in his speech. Some samples are:
»Children are Epsilons
- Women are Boss es
- Men are Slaves
- Married Men have been Captured
- Alcoholic Drinks are Poison
-God is The Supreme Fascist or SF
«Music is N oise.
Examples:
I as ked Barbara Piranian (President of the League of
Women Voters in Ann Arbor, Michigan in the early
1950s) "When will you bosses take the vote away from
the slaves?" Answer "There is no need; we tell them
how to vote anyway."
"Wine, women, an d song" becomes "Poison, bos ses,
and noise".
Erdos said tha t the SF had a Book containing elegant
proofs of all the important theorems, and when a
mathematician w orked very hard, the SF could be
distracted long enough to allow her or him to take a
brief peek. Particu larly elegant proofs were described
as fit to be placed in the Book.
There are many Erdos stories that we re emb ellished
over the years and made more delightful tha n the
tru th . For example, cons ider the story abou t blundering into a rad ar installation in 1942:
- Emb elli sh ed version: Erdos, Hochschild (a German) and Kakutani (a Japa nese) drove a car out onto
Long Island an d he ld an anima ted mathematical
conversation in Germa n. They walked onto a rad ar
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installation and were ap prehended by a guard who
was convinced that he had caught a group of foreign sp ies. They were questioned closely by military intelligence and released with a w arning w hen
they promised nev er to d o such a thing again .
- Actual ve rsion: The car w as driven by Ar thur
Stone (an Englishman). Hochschild was su pposed
to come.bu t did not becau se he had a date. They
were speaking Eng lish beca use it was their on ly
western language understood by Kakutan i. The
guard was satisfied as soon as they presented proper
id entification, an d the y were visited individually
an d briefly a few days later by military intelligence
agents.
Erdos liked to tell many stories about himself . In particular, whe n he grew older, he claimed to be two billion years old because when he wa s in high school,
he was taught tha t the earth was two and a half billion years old- bu t now we know it is four and a ha lf
billion years old.
Because he seemed to be in a sta te of Brownian motion, it was often hard to locate him at any given time.
Erdos visited Claremont twi ce in the 1970s and could
often be found at UCLA. For many years the way to
contact him was to call Ron Graham of Bell Labs on
the east coast, Paul Bateman of the University of Illinois, or Erns t Strauss at UCLA to find ou t where he
was. Stra uss died in 1983 and was replaced by Bruce
Rothschild . Paul Bateman retired. Although Ron Graham himself traveled a grea t de al, until the end he
wa s the person most likely to know of Erdos' whereabouts.
With Erdos' death we have lost one of the great mathematicians and free spirits of this centu ry and it is hard
to imagine that we will see anyone like him again. I
feel fortunate to ha ve had the p rivilege of knowing
an d working with him .
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Sand Songs: The Formal Languages of Warlpiri Iconography
James V Raull
Millikin University
Decalur, It 62522
jrauff@mail.mil/ikin.edu

This essay is an investig ation into the mathematical
ideas implicit, if not explicit, in the iconographic designs (sand scenes, yawalyu, site-path designs, and
guruwari) from the point of view of formal language
theory and provides short formal grammars that generate the languages of the designs. The essa y closes
with a suggestion of the pedagogical value of viewing Walpiri iconography as mathematics and whether
or not th e iconographic sy st em may be properly
termed "mathe matics,"

1. THE WARLPIRI
H is to r ic a ll y, the warlp irf' were a group of
serninomadic hunters and gatherers who wandered
the de sert of Central Australia. Today they live in outstations and towns in their ance stral homelands. Many
hav e claimed their traditional land and established
sm a ll homestead s nea r larger settl emen ts . Th e
Warlpiri treasure their traditions and still tea ch their
children the teclmiques of su rvival in the d esert. Their
sand stories and iconographical designs p lay an im portant role in keeping their nomad ic traditions alive.
Because these iconographical designs, their composition, and the stories they tell are my primary concerns,
my d escription of Warlpiri culture w ill be of their traditional culture.
The western desert region of cen tral Au stralia is a
harsh place. It is a place of limited di versity and resources. Sand ridges often stretch for miles separated
by flat sand plains. The most preva lent plant-life are
pale green spiny gra sses. Occasionally this pattern is
broken b y red gravel cliffs upon which variou s species of wattle grow. Pervading this rather deso late
landscape is a scarcity of water. Rainfall is unreliable
and u nevenly distributed; when it come s it av erages
less than tw enty centimeters per year," Drinking water collects in w aterholes while the few lake s, usually
dry,ho ld undrinkable saltwater after hea vy rains. Fred
Myers describes the situation succinctly for the
Pintupi, another Australian aboriginal people.
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For hun ter s and gathere rs , t he
unreliability of w ater supplies poses
the fund a m en tal s u bs is te n ce chal lenge. It is important to understand the
na ture of this resource. Although there
are no permanent surface waters in the
area, the Pintupi have found it possible
to exploit other types of water supply.
They have used large , shallow, transien t pools formed b y heavy rain; d aypans and rock reservo irs in the hills
that might be filled from lighter rainfall s; so akage wells in sandy creek
beds; and 'wells' in th e sand or in the
rock between the sand ridges.'
Living off of this land is challenging, but the Warlpiri,
like the Pintupi, have adapted to it, obtaining a variety of food substances from grass seeds to kang aroos
as the y move from water hole to water hole . This enviro n men t of the western desert, a lt ho ugh n ot a
determiner of Warlpiri culture, has a p rofound influence on their cosmology and their sand stories .
The Warlpiri trace descent from totemic ancestors who
are personified environmental entities like rain, the
honey ant, fire, and the yam . The wanderings of th ese
ance stors created the present day features of the desert
landscape. All of the Warlpiri ance stors traveled routes
that can still be loca ted . Indeed, major featu res of the
landscape are the result of ancestral footp rints, imprints from an ancestor sitting or lying down, or transformation s of parts of an ancestor's body int o a geological or topographical feature. Rock form ations are
metamorphosed limbs and genitals, water holes were
dug by ancestral beings looking for food , and dried
river beds were cu t w hen an ancestral being d ragged
his tailor some object along the ground.
These geology-altering and geolo gy-creating events
took place in the time the Warlpiri call the ]uku rrpa, or
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ing is real, an accurate description of the wo rld and a
true history of what happened. The Dreaming is symbolic, a structure of ideas, va lues, and social norms.
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Figure 1
Sand story signs.

The iconographic designs of the Warlpiri reflect the
Dreaming metaphysic, represent the ancestral actors
of the Dreaming, and relate the Dreaming stories . Here
I will examine four categories of Walpir i iconography
from a formal algebraic point of view." My ana lysis
sees the iconogra phic system s as forma l lan guages.
Formal languages are algeb raic systems consisting of
two sets. One set is a finite set of symbols called the
alphabet of the language, and the other is a set of words.
The words of the language are created by combining
symbols of the alphabet in certain specified ways. (The
analogy with hu man languages is intentionall) It is
usu ally the case that some combinations of alphabet
symbols are wo rds of the langu age and some are not.
For examp le, if we con sider English to be a forma l
language, then elephant is certainly a wo rd of the lan guage, whereas the string of English alphabet letters
glpolci is not.
For formal languages, strings of alphabet symbols
which are words are separated from those which are
not by something called a formal grammar. Formal
grammars provide the rul es for constructin g words
an d for exclu ding non-word combinations. The most
familiar formal gramma rs are those of computer p rogramming languages which provide the legal syntax
from statements.The formal grammar of the computer
lan gu age BASIC will allow us to w rite A = C + 10,but
not=CA 10 +.

the Dreaming. The Dreaming, which is not unique to
the Warlpiri, is argua bly the mos t well-known and
most enigmatic aspect of Australian aboriginal cultu re. The Dreaming refers to the time of the creation
of peo ple and of the world . Stories of the Dreaming
are invariably tales of journeys. People and crea tures
and spiritual beings traver se the landscape, creating
new landscapes, beginning traditions, defining classifications, and providing the reasons for why things
in the natural wo rld are the wa y they are. When a
story abou t the Dreaming is told, it is considered a
tru e story, a fact, a description of wha t is.

As an example of a forma l language and its grammar,
consider the infinite set of words {Ol, 0011, 000111,
00001111, ...}. This language has the set {O, l} as its alphabet. Its set of words includes only those strings
that begin with one or more zeros and end with a like
number of ones . Its grammar can be expressed w ith
these rul es:

The Dreaming is a time of the creation of the worl d,
but it is also the present. It is alwa ys there.The Dream-

The letter S is a specia l symbol called the start symbol.
We may generate wo rds in the lan guage by beginning
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1_5 :=01
2_5 := OA1
3_A := 01
4.A :=OA1
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wi th any ru le that has S on its left side (Rules 1 and 2
in this example). If we select Rule 1 we get the word
01. If we select Rule 2 then we get OA1. Because A is
no t in the alphabet (sy mbols no t in the alphabet are
called nonterminals) we do not yet have a word. Thus,
we must select a rule wi th A on its left side and replace A by th e right side of that ru le. For example, if
we ap pl y Rule 3, the str ing OA 1 be comes the word
0011. On th e other hand, if we apply Rule 4, OA l becomes the string OOAl1. We continue to apply ru les
until a string consisting only of alphabet elements (i.e.
a word) results. It is easy to see tha t the four ru les
given above will produce only the words in the set
{Ol , 0011 , 000 111, 00001111, ... I.

/
/

)}

Spear, fighting stick, digging stick, human
actor lying down, animal stretched out

Actor lying down on side

Boomerangs

It is customary in forma l language theor y to combine

ru les that have the same left hand side into one rule
with the options separa ted by pipes ( I ). Using this
con ven tion , our grammar become s the tw o rule grammar:

Shelter

Grove oftrees

1. 5 := OAI I 01
2.A :=OAI 1 01

In my discussion of Warlpiri iconography, I will suggest a forma l grammar for the forma tion of iconographic complexes. To provide cultu ral context, I will
also d iscuss the use of the iconography by the Warlpiri .
It sho uld be kept in mind that the algebraic analysis
is intended as a model of the iconog raphic systems
an d is not necessarily the way the Warlp iri view their
syste m . Whether or no t the iconogr aphic systems are
actually formal algebraic sys tems is discussed in Section 3.

Hut

Actor sitting orstanding

Creek bed, blanket, bed

2.1 Sand Stories

Sand stories are usually told by w omen. A patch of
gro und is swep t d ean by hand and a story is rela ted
by drawing figures in th e sand, singing corresponding songs, and providing minim al narra tion . The sand
stories are about ancestral events and the Drea ming.
Sand stories involve the patterns of daily life like gathering food, tra veli ng , interpersonal relationshi ps,
birth, death, and ceremonies.
The nature of the sand stor y sign s reflects the medium
in whic h they appear. The signs are drawn in the sand
w ith the finge rs and th us consist of simple line s, and
curves. Figure 1 shows the basic sand story signs.
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Food or water scoop, sh ield, baby carrier,
spear thrower

o

Nest, hole, water hole, lruits & yams,
tree, hill, prepared food, lire, egg, curled
sleeping dog

Figure 2
Range of meaning of single signs.
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circle, large Circle, small arc, large Arc, Ushaped, Incompl ete enclos ure, ellipse, [ l. ( l,
< » }. The bold letters will be used as alphabet
symbols in the grammar. Thus, stc signifies a
segment followed by a bent segm en t followed
by a circle. Like this:

Camps
It is also necessary to introduce special sym bols (like

D
V

o
V

0

V

Foraging

accent or punctuation mar ks) to specify how the combinations are to be cons tructed . So, I've added the
following symbols to my alphabet":
[] ind icates that the enclosed string is below the
previou s symbo l
{} ind icates that the enclosed string is inset into
the previou s symbo l
< > indicates that the enclosed string conv erges
on the previous symb ol
For exam ple, A[SSS] rep resen ts the scene:

Going into theground

Ilss}represen ts:
Figure 3
Sand story scenes.

These signs are comb ine d in a fin ite n umber of ways
to create sand story scenes. The scenes are then sequenced to form the sand story. The ranges of meanings of the single signs are give n in Figu re 2. A forma l lan guage can be described th at takes the basic
story signs as its alphabet and prod uces sand story
scenes as word s.' Some typical sand story scenes are
sho wn in Figu re 3.1>

and c<S[SIS]]> represen ts:

A formal lan guage of the sand stories, which I w ill The formal grammar for SAN D is given by the folcall SAND, ma y be de fined as follows. I use the de- lowing ru les:
scriptive titles from Figure 1.
1. Start := Camp I Forage I Finale
SAND : The alphabet is the set {small segment,
2. Forage := clUJ I clUJ Forage
long Segment, bent segment, bumps, sma ll
3. Camp := Regular I Ceremonial
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4. Regular := A lP]
5. P := PI I P2 I P3 I bIb]
6. P3:= PI P2
7. P2: = PI PI
8. PI := Sleep I Sit
9. Sleep := S I Sc I cS I Sc I Sic] I t
10. Sit := V I V ic} I VIVc}
11. Cer emonial := A[b[b]] I (ccccll Clcl ] I dance
12. dance := dancers [singers]
13. dancers := b I b[dancers]
14. singers := VIVIV]] I singerstU]
IS. Finale := F<SISIS]] >
16. F := c I Clc ) I V I CIV]
The SAND grammar can be seen to produce each of
the sand story scenes in Figure 3 as well as m any other s. For example, the camp scene:

~

0111.
may be generated by the following sequence of grammar rules:
Rule 1: Start: = Camp
Rule 3: Camp := Regular
Rule 4: Regular := AlP]

Rule 5: P := P3
Rule 6: P3 := PI P2
Rule 8: PI := Sleep
Rule 9: Sleep := cS

Rule 10: P2 := PI PI
Rule 8: PI := Sleep
Rule 9: Sleep := SIc}
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A

Rule 8: PI := Sleep
Rule 9: Sleep := Sc

AlcSSIe]Sc]

Consid ered as a formal language, SAND has several
interesting featu res that reveal something about the
iconography it models. For example, the rules pertaining to the ceremonial dances (Ru les 11 -14) arc
infinitely recursive allowing any number of singers
and dancers. Actual sand stories known to me go no
larger than three rows of dancer s (bump sequences )
and five singers (If -shapes) , bu t although th ere are
certain practical limits, there appears to be no potentiallimit to the size of thi s scene.
In con trast to the dances, there is a definite upper limit
on the number of people occupying a campsite en closure. This is reflected in th e grammar by the bounded
derivations possible through Rule 5 which limits enclosures to three adult inhabitants.

We now tum to the female designs known as yawalyu.
Nancy Munns has show n the iconographic relationships between sand stories and yawalyu. Here we w ill
investigate their formal properties.
2.2 Yawatyu

AleS]

AlcSSlc]]

Yawalyu d esi gns are ge nerally revealed to women in
dreams. A ceremony is usually performed to reveal a
new design and the presentation of the design is accompanied by songs. The yawalyu dream is a story
about the Dreaming. How the Warlpiri view these
dreams is summed up by Nancy Munn:
The Warlpiri view is certainly not that
"life is like a d ream " but more nearly
the op posite: that whenever event sequences are cut off from the world of
everyday life so that they seem to con-
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Rain

Yawagi berry

YAW: The alp ha bet is ILl-shaped, Ring, Circle,
Stick, Parallel line segme nts, H ooked segment, [ J. I }).

@:::==.G
vu

Vawagi berry

Yawag; berry

Notice th at the number of signs in yawalyu designs is
much less that that of the sand story scenes. (Figure 5
shows the basic yawalyu design elements.') Consequ ently, my formal language for yawalyu design s,
which I will call YAW, has a very sma ll alphabet. Specifically, the formal language for yawalyu desi gn s ma y
be give n as follows.

As was the case wi th the langu age SAND, it will be
necessary to introduce special symbols (like accent or
punctu ation ma rks ) to specify how the combinations
are to be cons tructed. I use the same conventional symbols as I d id with the sand story language. Thus,
I ] indicates th at the enclosed. str ing is below the
previous symbo l
{ } ind icates th at the enclosed str ing is inset in to
th e previous sy mbo l
The gra mma r for YAW has the following rules:

Managidji berry

Managidji berry

1. 5tart:= Arch I Locus I Path I Triad I R{R{EE})
2. Arch := CoverlAttached l
3. Cover := P I E I Bar
4. Attached := ABA I PIUUI I UCU
5. A := PIEI

6.E := RICI
Opossum

Honey ant
Figure4
Yawalyu designs.

7. Bar := E Pseg
8. B := UIC}
9. Locus := UIU Core UIiUI
10. Core := P IS
11. Path := Pseg Path I P I Pseg Pseg P
12. Pseg := PE
13. Triad := R{H}Center RIH }
14. Center := R I 5 I P

stitute a d osed tota lity of their own and
can be "talked about" but not "lived
th rough" in th e d ay-to-day invo lveme nt of social life, then such events are
djugurba- stories, d reams, the ancestral past.')

These ru les will generate the yaw alyu designs shown
in Figure 4 as we ll as many more, including so me tha t
have not been reported in the literature. An interesting test of the model would be to see if the gram ma r
can predict yawalyu design s not yet dreamt.

Yawalyu designs represent specific totemic species
that refer to ances tors. Some typical yawalyu d es ign s
are shown in Figure 4.

A rule of particula r in teres t is Rule 11 which gene rates site path design s, a fundamental and po p ular
Warlpiri des ign th at appears in contexts o ther tha t
yawalyu design s. I tum my a ttention to th ese designs
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o
U-shaped
(actor sitting)

Ring
(rock hole, hole, enclosure)

Circle
(Iruils, stone)

//I

7

Parallel line segments
(Ialling rain, paths,
headbands, teeth,
yawalyu desiqns)

'SlICk
(Iighllng stick, actor lying
down, charcoal, ligtning)

Hooked segment
(lightning)

Figure 5
Basicyawalyu elements with range of meanings.
now.
2.3 Site-Path Designs

Site-path desig ns, usually drawn by men but some - I'll use the numerals, parentheses, and colons to extimes occurring in yawalyu designs, depict the vari- p ress complex lin kages. A PC sequence preceded by
ou s routes taken by ancestral beings in the Dreaming . a numeral k and a colon and enclosed in parentheses
Consisting almost entirely of parallel lines and con- is attached to the kth concentric circle of the precedcentric circles, site path designs appear in Australian ing or following sequence. Multiple numerals indiaborigine rock art, body painting, on shields and other cate multiple attachments. Thus, w e have the followartifacts, and in contemporary art for sale.11 A typica l ing notations:
example of a site-path design appears in Figu re 6.12
CPCPCfor:
Site-path de signs are clearly remini scent of formal
graphs with the concentric circles serving as ver tices
and the parallel line segments as edges. One significant difference bet w een m athemat ical graphs and
Warlpiri site-path designs is that the Warlpi ri designs
allow for free edges connected to only a single vertex. (2:CP)CPCPC(2:PC) for:
My forma l language for site-path designs, which I will
call SITE, is as follows.
SITE: The alphabet for SITE has only tw o Warlpiri
eleme nts, but also contains some special symbols and the natural numbers. The alphabet is
{Parallel lines, Concentric circles, :, ( ), $, 1, 2,
3, 4,5, ",},
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1. Star t := Road I Star I Poly I Net I Five
2. Roa d := CPCPC I Road PC
3. Star := Free I Jack
4. Free := PPC I P Free
5. Jack := (2:CPlRoad (2:PCl
6. Pol y := (I :2:PClCPC I (I :3:PClCPCPC
7. Ne t := (Road) $ INet$
8. Five := (1:2:3:CP) CPC PC (I :2:3:CPl I (1:2:3CPl
«(1:2:PC)C PC)

and (1:2:3:CP)CPCPC(I :2:3:CP) for :

Free edges attached to the same concentric circle are
d enoted by repeating the P symbol. Thus, we have
the following no tati on:
PPPPC for:

The d ollar sign , $, applied to a site path sequence enclosed in parentheses attaches a copy of that sequence
via correspond ing concentric circles . Thus, we have
the following notations:
(CPC PC )$ for:

•

numera ls in the parenthetical attachments. The alternative to the family of ru les
is a context sensitive grammar or some sort of regulated rewriting system ."
Figure 6
How ever, the site path deASite-Path Design
s ig ns kno w n to m e a re .-:-:"7:C;-:-::C;-;;;;-;=;-:-:~=
sma ll in size and only th e "Roads " an d "Nets" see m to
be potenti ally infini tely extenda ble.
2.4 Guruwarl
Guruwari are men's an cestra l designs. Guruwari are
painted on ceremonial regalia, boards, stones, th e
gro und, and on bo dies. They tell the stories of th e
ancestors, their travels, the found ing of the clans, hi stor y, ecology, geogra phy, an d geology of Warl p iri
countr y. Guru wa ri designs are powerfully charged
with dream va lue. They originate in d reams and tell
about the Dreaming.

and (CPCPCl $$ for:

-

0

0-

~-e

'!.l

.
0)

We may th en give the grammar rules for SITE as follows.
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Rules 6 and 8 are po ten tiall y fa mi lies of ru les.
Larger polygons and compl ete graphs may be specifie d by using lon ger
"Roads" and changing the

Figure 7 presen ts a sampling of men's ances tral designs . No tice that the designs, like th e sand story
scenes and the yawalyu, are com plexes composed of
a small set of basic signs. The ba sic signs are variables,
taking on a variety of sema ntic va lues. The und ulating line can represe nt bo th "snake" and "ligh tning" and
the d ots may be "eggs" or "ants:'
Also, notice th at the undula ting line and stra ight line
serve as base symbo ls which are flanked on bo th sides
by the sa tellite symbo ls (dots, sma ll circles, short pairs
of parallel lines , etc.). These patterns ma ke th e form al
langu age of men 's ances tra l designs, I'll call it G URU,
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relatively straightforward .
G URU : The alp habet for the forma l language of
guruwari designs is {Sn ake line, Dots, Circle,
dA shes, seG ment, Footprint s, &, ( ), { I. [ ]}.
Figure 8 sh ow s each of these alp habe tic elements.

It
It

I will also use the braces to denote ins et symb ols and
the square brac kets to deno te positionin g under a sym bol as I d id in the SAND gramma r. In addition, notice that the gu ruwari designs often inclu de a sca tter ing of an arbitrary number of ba sic elements as in Figure 7c (honey ants). To denote thi s scattering, GU RU
includes the symbol & as a prefix to denote scattering. Thus, Figu re 7c ma y be represented as &OG&D.

Snake with ribs and footprints

The grammar of GURU consists of the following ru les:

Central passage with honey
ants

Snakewith eggs

•

•

s:

--

-

•

Lightning with rain clouds

1. Start := Adjunct Core B
2. Core: = 5 I G I c[plc[p[cllli

3. c :=CICI
4.p :=GG
5. Adjunct := &0 I &C I &F I &A
6. &0 Core B := &0 Core &0
7. &C Core B := &C Core &C
8. &A Core B := &A Core &A
9. &F Core B := &F Core &F
Rules 6-9 are context-sens itive rules that are necessary to in sure that the left adjunct is the same symbol
as the right adjunct.
We ha ve seen how various subsets of Warlpiri iconography ma y be modeled as formal lan guages with context-free or context-sensitive rules. It is natural to ask
at this point if this is but an empty exercise or is the
Warlpi ri iconography a mathematical system of some
so rt. A beginning of an answer to that question is the
topic of the next section.

Rain
Figure 7
Guruwari.

or computer languages. Ad d itionally, Warlpiri designs
are a real set of objects with an uncoverable forma l
algebraic structure. As such th ey provide an entry to
the mathematical modeling of human artifacts.

My students were su ccessful in producing formal languages with gramm ars for selected collections of
Warlpiri designs." How ever, the question of whether
or not the iconographic system of th e Warlpiri is a
3. IS WARLPIRIICONOGRAPHYMATHEMATICS?
Originall y, I began to think of Warlpiri iconography Warlpiri mathema tics arose frequently in our di scusas a formal lan guage in an attempt to provide an in- sions. That is, can we say that the icono gr aphic systeresting, but manageable, formal language model- tem of the Warlpiri is a mathem atical sys tem?
ing examples for my computer science and mathemat- A short answer to the question, in my op inion, is a
ics students. The Warlpiri designs are appealing in tentative yes , the Warlpiri iconogr aphic system is
the ir ow n righ t. just unu sual enou gh to engage stu- ma them atics. The Warlpiri iconographic system has
dents, much more interesting than arbitrary sequ ences the components that we expect of an algebra interact of letters, and smaller in scope tha n na tural languages ing in a way that is on ly slightly different fro m the
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abstract algebra we learn ed .
The visual algebra ic components of Warlpiri iconography are obvious. We ha ve a finite set of symbols
and the symbols may be combined to make more complex struc tu res accord ing to a finite set of ru les. Compare th is to the form ation of eq uations in college algebra where the letters x and y, the in tegers 2 an d 3,
and the sym bols =, + : , and " combine to make the
com plex notion of a qu adra tic function: y = x" 2 + 3x.
Beyond w ha t we see in the iconography is its power
to model the real wo rld of the Warlpiri. The iconograp hic designs are, to a large extent, models of the
Dreaming , the fundamental reality of the Warlp iri.
The Warlp iri iconographic system can, in this way, be
seen as a mathematical mod el of aspects of rea lity
parallel in form and function to the mathe matical
mod els of trajectories we study in college algebra.
The Warlpiri recognize the com ponents and rules of
their iconography and they recogni ze its modeling
fun ctions. What they d on't seem to hav e is a "theory
of iconography" that abstracts gene ral patterns from
the sand scenes, yawalyu, and guru wari. Here we may
question whe ther or not the iconography is mathematics. Perhap s we are safer to say, as Marcia Ascher has
suggested, that the Warlpi ri iconography be called
"mathematical ideas" rather tha n ma thematics."
I prefer to leav e the question ope n at this time. Obv ious ly, that we can mo del the iconography with mathematics does not imply that the iconography is mathemat ics, but neither does it imply that it isn't. The
qua ndar y may be reso lved by researchers working in
the field of ethnomathe matics.
Ethn omathematics includes "all practices of a mathematical na ture, such as sorting, classifying , counting, and measuring, wh ich are performed in different
cultu ral settings, through the use of practices acquired,
developed , and tran smitted th rough generations."16
The Austrian mathema tician Roland Fischer provides
a way of viewing mathemati cs that is helpful in understanding "ethnornathematics." Fischer writes,
Mathematics provides a means for individ ua ls to exp lain and control complex situations of the na tu ral and of the
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Dots

Snake Una

0

11

Circle

Dashes

71'

/

II

Segment

Footprints
Figure 8
Guruwari alphabet.

artificial env ironmen t and to communicate abou t those situations. On the
other hand , mathem atics is a sy stem of
concepts, algorithms and rul es, embodied in us, in our thinking and doing; we
are subject to this system, it determines
parts of our identity."
When ma themati cs is viewe d as a mean s and as a system embedde d within a culture, our understan d ing
of what ma them atics enlarges to encompa ss m uch
more than forma l schoo l ma thema tics. Instead, ma thematics includes a mu ltitud e of practices that are characterized by algorithms, formal processes, an d abstraction. In this context, the Warlpiri iconography emerges
as an ethnomathematical system.
Whatever our position on the mathematical nature of
Warlp iri iconography, one thin g, however, is d ear. The
Warl pi ri hav e developed a sophistica ted symbolic
sys tem for describin g their world.
A pervasive myth in the history of mathema tics is that

H u ma nist~
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the Australian aborigines are one of the least competent mathematical think ers in the world. These arguments arise from early an thropological repo rts of the
simplicity and lack of power of aborig inal coun ting
systems .These repo rts were misguided at best, reflections of a cultur al superiority comp lex at worst. It has
been shown that the aborig inal people can count perfectly well if they want to. Howeve r, traditional ab-

original cultu re had no need for coun ting becau se it
did not value possessions. If they counted at all. aborigines counted for purposes of sharing or sor ting."
The case of Warlpiri iconography suggests that the
simplicity may have been on the part of the European
anthropologists. They were looking for counting and
arit hmetic in Aboriginal cultu re, but they missed abstreet algebra!

NOTES

Ethnographic information on the Warlpiri is fromNancy Munn's and Histories (SanFrancisco: HarperCollins, 1994); Layton, RobWalbiri/conography (Chicago: Universityot ChicagoPress , 1986). M, Aus/ralianRock Art: ANew Synthesis(Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992): and Morphy, Howard, Ancestral Connec2See Aboriginal Man in Australia, edited by D. Mulvaney and J. tions {Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991).
Golson (Canberra:AustralianNational University Press, 1971).
" Adapted from Rockman and Cataldi, Op. Cit., Plate4.
' See p.26 of Fred Myers ethnography ofthe Pinlupi, PintupiCountry, Pintupi Se"(Berl<eley: University ofCalifornia Press, 1991 ). 13See Dassow, J. and G. Paun, Regulated ReWriting in Formal
Language TlleOl)' (Berlin: Spnnger·Verlag, 1989).
'The categories ofWanr>ri iconographic designs and the 1yr>ca1
examplesare from NancyMunn's Warlpirifconography(Chicago: I. Also successful in this endeavor were a group of junior high
students faced withthe same task.The resuts ofthislitlleexperiUniversity of Chicago Press, 1986).
ment leadsme tobelieve that similarformal language writi~ tasks
5The sand stories themselves may be considered asubset of the may offer an earlier entry into modeling with abstract algebras.
nthorderCartesianproductontheset ofsand story scenes oras
"Personal communication, February 1996.
a formal language in their ownright.
1

' Adapted from Warlpiri Iconography by Nancy Munn (Chicago: 16D'Ambrosio, Ubiratan ' Ethnornamernancs: AResearch Program
on the History and Philosophy of Mathematics with Pedagogical
University ofChicago Press, 1986), pp.70·71.
Implications," Notices ofthe AmericanMathematical Society,Vol"The sand stories are supplemented by finger movementsshow- ume 39, No. 10, pp.1183·11 85 (1992).
ing directionof action. Thesenon-pictorial signs, althoughimportant aspects of the sand story are not dealt with in my grammar "Fischer, Roland. "Mathematics as a means and as a system".
InRestivo, Sal; van Bendegem, Jean Paul; and Roland Fischer,
which focuses on the static aspects of Warlpiri iconography.
Eds.Math Worlds: Philosophicaland Social Studies ofMathematics and Mathematics Education (Albany:State University of New
'Cp. Cit. pp. 89-118.
Vorl< Press, 1993), pp.113-133.
' lbKl. p.m.
"Several detailed discussions ofAustralian Aboriginal counting
IONancy Munn (Ibid. p.104) sees five basic elements, but in my systems and practices may be found in the Work Papers of Sll ·
AA8, Series 8, Volume 8, language and Culture, edited by S.
opinion her data clearly showsix.
Hargrave (Darwin: Summer lnstrtute of Linguistics,Australianab" See Rockman, Peggy ard Napaljarri Cataldi, War/piri Dreamings origine Branch, 1982).
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Book Review: The Crest of the Peacock: Non-European Roots of Mathematics, by George Gheverghese Joseph
Bernadette A. Berken

St. Norbert College
DePere, Wisconsin 54115

"It. isa pioneering book t.hat. celebrat.es themagnificent heritageof non-Western mathematics and
challenges the reader tocast off limiting European bias andsee mathematicsandits development
asthe product of civilizations from every corner of the globe."
The Crest of the Peacock: Non-European Roots of Math- Europe and her cultural dependencies. Instead, Joseph
ematics. George Gheverghese Joseph. Penguin Books : subs tant iates the development of mathematics before
Lond on , 1990. 371 pp. ISBN 0-14-012529-9.

the Greeks and celebrates the con tribu tions of peoples
from many diverse cultures around the world. Ad d itionally, based on sound evidence, he proposes alternative perspectives for the development of mathematics and the diverse transmission of mathematical
knowledge across cultures emphasizing the global
nature of ma thematical pursuits and suggesting the
possibility of independent mathematical development
within each culture.

An exciting global mathematical journey awaits the
reader of George Gheverghese Joseph's The Crest of
the Peacock-Nan-European Roots of Mathematics. Joseph
is an apt mathematical tour guide and lead s his readers on an intellectual journey to the four corners of
the earth in search of an accurate understanding of
the historical development of mathematics. What
makes Joseph particularly suited for this challenging
task of weaving a solid tapestry of mathematical his- After a short chapter introducing the read er to the
tory is the rich and diverse background that he pos- global perspective of mathematical develop ment, Josesses. He is the product of four different heritages: seph begins his global mathematical journey with a
He was born in Kerala, Sou thern India, and spent the br ief chap ter that exp lore s proto-mathematics, the
first nine years of his life there, steeped in the music, mathematics that existed when no written records
customs, and the rich diversity of Indian culture. Com- were available. Here he includes an examination of
ing from a family of Syrian Orthodox Christians brings and conjectures about some ve ry early bone artifacts
a second perspective to his background. Living and that may well exhibit som e of the earliest evidence of
growing up in Mombasa , Kenya with a rich mixture numerical recording. Inca quipus and the Inca abacus
of African and Arab influences adds a third aspect to compose a majority of th is chapter where Joseph exhis background while hi s studies in Britain at the plains the logic and usefulness of both. Counting sysUniversity of Leicester and the University of Manches- tems and Mayan n umeration and calendrics round
ter furnishes his fina l Western heritage. In addition to out the chapter. Although some people may argue tha t
the se four significant and diverse heri tages, Joseph's these considerations should not be included in an exmany travels and job experiences abroad contribute amination of mathematical development, Joseph
to his inclusive perspective of the global development soundly refu tes objections to their inclusion.
and history of mathematics.
Throughout his book, Joseph emphasizes the global
This inclusive perspective compels Joseph to clearly na ture of mathema tical pursuits. Nevertheless, he is
state that the capacity to 'make' science and technol- unable to include every culture within the book. It
ogy (and mathema tics) is not the prerogative of one would be unrealistic to expect anything else. Josep h
cult ure alone . His book diverges sharply from the typi- does not include the mathematical experi ences of nacal tre atment of th e history and d evelopment of math- tive North America, Korea, Japan, or most of Africa .
em at ics that tend s toward an extreme bias in favor of N or does he elaborate on H ellenistic mathematics
the early contributions of the Greeks and the subse- since Greek mathematics is the usual fare of most oth er
quent domination of mathematical development by books of this type. Instead, he chooses to focu s on the
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development of mathe matics in Egypt, Babylonia,
China, India, and the Arab wo rld.
In each of these cul tures, Joseph explores ma thema tical development chronologically yet within the social,
historical, and religiou s context of the particular culture. Further, he makes numerous cormections among
the various cultures so that the reader easi ly perceives
the inte ractions that occurred between cultures and
the process by which mathematical knowled ge was
transmitted and grew. Using available primary
sources, Joseph examin es each culture's counting system, including base s and numerals, as we ll as the algebraic, geometric, and trigonometric pursuits of each.
In addition, he includes the significant or uniqu e contrib ut ion s of the culture. Frequently Joseph poses
questions that challenge familiar an d commonly held
opinions tha t stem from a narrow Euro -centric bias.
Numerous maps, charts, tables, photos, and sketches
contribute impor tant detail to the text. Throughout
the book, Joseph copiously sprinkles in examp les
taken from the original sources to illus tra te important
ma thema tical ideas. Although many scholars of the
history of ma thematics tend to label all mathematics
before the Greeks merely as utili taria n and pre-scientific, Joseph dispels this view often in his exposition
where numerous con tributions by non-Hellenistic
ancients around the globe are shown to be quite remarkable; what we today might call "awe some."
Because Joseph so compe tently incorpora tes a great
var iety of convincing evid ence from a number of historical sources, the reader easily sees the unity of what
we call mathematics. The strong historica l profile that
Joseph provides for each culture allows the reader to
more fully understand why a specif ic cul ture focused
its efforts on particular ma thematical pursuits.
This superb boo k is a clearly written treatise that is an
outstanding contribution to a true and mor e complete
understanding of what comprises mathe ma tics and
the process by which mathematical knowledge carne
to be . It is a pioneering book that celebrates the magnificent heritage of n on-Western mathema tics and
challenges the reader to cast off limiting European bias
and see mathematics and its development as the productof civilizations from every comer of the globe. This
literary work of art offers the reader both truth and
beauty. Don 't miss out on reading it!
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Poetry
Sascha Cohen, sixth grade
Hale Middle School, LosAngeles, CA
Submitted byMargaret SChaffer, teacher
Red an d blue
bumpy grass
sharp
an ang le
measur ing a wide 140 deg rees
is close up by two thin acu te co rners
they make up the poi nted yellow
obtuse tria ngles
that look like Swiss chees e
scattered in this desig n
an d the re is
a little green hexago n.
Framing each of the polygon' s
six sides
are
deep purple
rectangles
all with
four straight parallel
lines
tha t form
90 deg ree angles.
The ir lines are side
by side
con nected
only to shape
a glorious
decagon
and aroun d tha t
is an oute r ring of
diamo nds and
rhombuses.
And then the sq uares!
Each congruen t squ are
was mo re beautifu l than the las t.
It grew more con fusing
and less sy mmetrical
with each set
of patterns
an d geom etric figures
little green hex agon in the midd le
sitting still
my mind now twist ed
my eyes stretc hed as I
stand back and look at this
immense stai ned glass window.
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AI·Khawarizmi's Algebra:
The First Paradigm in Algebra
Murad Jurdak
American University ofBeirut
Beirut, Lebanon

The rationalist historians of mathematics consider the history of mathematics as the history of
homogeneous growth of mathematicai knowledge using essentiaify the unchanged axiomatic
method. The fafiibiiists regard the growth of mathematics as a result of a dialectical process in
whichcounter-examples toconjectures (theorems) lead torestructuring knowledge in mathemat·
ics or in its sub-fields.
INTROOUCTION

This paper ad d resses the question of th e first parad igm in algeb ra, an achievemen t universally recogn iz ed to be t h at of the Ar ab m a them a tician
Mohammed Ibn Mus a Al-Khawarizm i (first half of the
ninth cen tury AD ). Firs t, the p ap er will d iscuss th e
usefuln ess of Kuhn's concep t of paradigm in describing major deve lop me nts in ma thematics and ed uca tion. Second, it w ill describe the pre-Al-Kha warizmi
paradigm in algebra (henceforth, referred to as the prehi storic paradigm ). Thi rd, Al-Khaw arizmi's algebra
will be described . Then fourth , Al-khawarzmi's algebra will be ana lyzed as a paradigm, and finally some
pedagogical implications w ill be di scussed .

found in labor at ories, textbooks, exa mination s,
and journals (p . ]82).
In the second sense, a paradigm is view ed as the
shared examples them selv es which provide the basis
for acquired sim ilarity relations that enable the member s of a scientific communi ty to rega rd sim ilar situations as subjects for ap plying the same scientific law.
According to Kuhn, a revolution is a special "sort of
change involving a certain sort of recons tru ction of
grou p commitments" (p. ] 81). Kuhn argues that in
normative science, thi s change is tri ggered by a crisi s
generated by incompatible ways of practicing the dis cip line by the particular scientific community.

KUHN'S PARADIGM

Kuhn' con tends th at the development of science proceeds in paradigm shifts which involve revolutionary transitions. For Kuhn, "a paradigm is wha t the
members of a scientific community share, and, conversely, a scientific com munity consists of m en who
share a paradigm" (p. ]76). In th e first sense (i.e . what
a scientific community shares) a p aradigm may be
viewed as a "d isciplinary m atrix" whose com ponen ts
include:

Towhat exte nt d o th e constructs of paradigm and paradigm shift describe ma th ematics and its hist orical de velopm en t? The p aradigm cons truc t seems to be
ap plicable to mathematics in both m ean ings of paradigm. Mathem aticians have alwa ys constituted a w elldefined group that has shared a sophis ticated system
of symbolic generaliza tions, commitments to accep ted
beliefs and value s, and a di stinct bo d y of examples
with highly struc tured relations.

1. Symbo lic gene ralizations (expressions universally accepted by mem bers of a scientific com munity).

When it comes to the descript ion of th e hist orical development of mathe matics, sharp disagreements arise.
One can recognize two schools of th ough t in this rega rd. The rationalist historians of math ematics con2. Shared commitments to cer tain beliefs among sider the hi story of math ematics as the histor y of homembers.
mogeneous growth of mathematical kn owledge usin g essentially th e unchanged axiomatic m ethod . The
3. Values which are widely shared among differ- fallibilists regard the grow th of mathematics as a reent communities belonging to the same discipline . sult of a dialecti cal process in which counter-examples
to conjectu res (theo rems ) lead to restructu ring kn ow l4. Shared examples of concrete p roblem-solutions edge in ma th ematics or in its sub-fields. To Lakatos' ,
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wh o has best articulated the fallibilists' position, the
incons istencies and their refu tations ha ve led to
changes in the dominant theory resu lting in the reorganization of our know led ge. Thus, for insta nce, "the
pa rad oxicality, an d , indeed, seeming inconsistency of
arithme tic induced the Greeks to abandon arithmetic

In a sense, these revolutions in education may be looked
at as paradigm shifts not so much in theresearch concepts andmethodology as in the conception andpractices of education.
as the dominant theory and replace it by geometry"
(p. 125). Lakatos's interpretation of the history of mathematics seems to be consistent with Kuhn 's concept
of paradigm shift in science.
Educa tion, however, is a different matter. It is very
difficult to argue for a pa radig m in ed ucation in
Kuhn's sense. Historically, ed ucato rs have neither
formed a distinct group with shared symbolic generalizations, beliefs, values and exemplars, nor have the
latter constituted a well-defined basis for theory-building. Nevertheless, there have been throughout history
basic changes in education resulting in revolutions in
educa tional concep ts and practices. Examples of such
revol utions are: the in troduction of the alphabet, the
shift of resp ons ibility for teaching from home to
school, an d the introduction of printing. A fourth revolution is predicted as a result of computer technology. In a sense, these revolutions in ed ucation may be
looked at as paradigm shifts not SO much in the research concepts and methodology as in the conception and practices of education.

equations appeared in Egypt in the context of area
measurement. Square numbers such as S" + 41 = .9 were
also used by Egypti ans to construct right angles. Contempor ar y with the Egyp tians, the ancient Bab ylonians also constructed tables of squares and cubes.
Greek mathema ticians were familiar with geometrical solutions of quadratic equ ations as early as the fifth
century B.c. as it ap pea rs in the solutions of specific
problems in the writings of Pythagoras, H ippocra tes,
and Euclid . Analytical solu tions of quadratic equations appear around the beginning of the Christian
Era in the works of Heron of Alexandria. Diophantus,
the great Greek mathematician, solved analytically
(about A.D. 250> the three types of quad ratic equ ations (ax1 + b x = c, ar' +c = bx, and ax' = bx + c. with
positive coefficients and roots) in the context of solving other problem s. In the fifth centu ry B.c., Hindu
math ematicians ga ve ru les for the numer ical solution
of some quad ratic equations using the method of completing the square .Though most of the algebraic idea s
and techniques were known before AI-Khawari zmi,
it is difficult to trace the algebra of AI-Khaw ari zmi to
any of his pred ecessors. As Karp inski- comments:
Yet we need to notice that we are dealing with the inde pend ent appearances
of algebraic ideas and that the ma thematics of Babylon, China. Greece, and
Ind ia were d eveloping from w ithin (p.
in ,
THE ALGEBRA OF AL·KHAWARIZMI

The algebra of Al-Khawari zrni will be briefly described using a photocop y (ava ilable at the [afet Libr ary of the American Uni versity of Beirut) of the
THE PRE·HISTORIC PARADIGM
Whatever algebra existed before AI-Khawarizmi had Engli sh translation by Rosen' of th e "Algebra of
neither a specific form nor a specific name to distin - Mohammad Ben Musa" (Al-Khawarizmi). Rosen also
guish it from other field s of knowledge. What actu- included in his translation a p rinted vers ion of the
ally existed was rudimentary knowled ge of some con- Arab ic manuscri pt preserved in the Bodleian colleccepts an d techniques involved in quadratic equ ations tion at Oxford .
not so much as independen t and distinct techniques
but rath er as incide ntal solutions of specific and iso- Al-Khawarizmi starts his mathem atical trea tise by
lated p roblems. In the paragraph that follows, we definitions of his basic mathematical terms: root or
present a brief historical account of algebraic ana lysis unknown, thing (variable), square (called 'money'), arbefore Al-Khawar izm i. More d eta ils are given in ithmetical operations, equality, equation . He then proKarp inski' .
ceeds to define his math em atical concep ts: first degree equa tion in one un known, second degree eq uaSimple eq uations of the first degree in one unknown tion in one unknown, binomia l, trinom ial, solution of
are found in the oldes t mathematical textboo k, the an equation, proof. He ends this section by p roving
Ahmes Pap yrus of about 1700 B.c. Later quadratic his first coro llary that all six forms of qu adratic equa-
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25

5x

5

x

(x+5)2= x2 + lOx + 25
=

39 + 25
= 64

x+5 = 8
(negative roots were not recognized )

x=3
Figure 1
Geometricproof for the case x2 + 10x = 39
lions admissible under the cond itions of positive solutions can be reduced to the three sta ndard forms:
X2 +

px = q

x + q = px
x2 =px + q.
2

Al-Khawarizmi p roceeds next to solve sys tematically
each of the standard forms of q uadratic equa tions
using the me thod of completing the square, essentially
in the form one would fin d in any high school algebra textbook th ree decades ag o.
Geo me tric p roofs are p resented for each of the three
cases. Figu re 1 shows a geo metric proof for the case
of x 1 + l Ox = 39 .
Al-Khawarizmi, then, deals w ith binomials as n umbers and introduces the four operations on them. Hav-
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ing developed the theory of quadratic equations, AIKhawarizmi proceeds to apply his theory in four areas: numbers, mercantile transactions, measurement,
and inheritance. The section on inh eritance entitled
"legacies" is by far the largest in the AI-Khawarizmi's
book (more than half) and probably the most difficult
to understand from a non-Islam ic perspective. Inheritance laws are part of the Koran and hence are part
of Islam ic jurisdiction even in m od em times . These
laws- ver y sophisticated, detailed, and comprehensive-remain applicab le even tod ay. Because of the
vastness of the Arab empire (from Morocco to China),
many differen t algorithm s exis ted in different parts
of the empire . Developing standard tech niques for
dealing with inheritance p roblems was a priority for
the judi cial sys tem of the sta te in order to work out
inheritance deals and settle disputes. Al-Khawarizrni
included in this section a comprehensive set of inheritance problems which model the various sit uations
which may arise in Islamic inheritance laws. In many
cases, the problems led to quadratic eq uations.
THE FIRST PARADIGM IN ALGEBRA

Historians of ma thematics agree wi th the sta tement
m ade by Karp inski- in the introduction to his tran slation to English of Chester's Lat in manuscrip t
The activity of the great Arabic m athema ticians Abu Abdallah Mohamme d
Ibn Musa Al-Khawarizmi marks the
beginning of that period of mathematical history in which analysis assumed
a place on a leve l w ith geometry; and
his algebra gav e a definite form to the
ideas w hich we have been setting fort h
(p.13).

The work ofAI-Khawarizmi inalgebra constituled a core
shared by a new scientific community of algebraisls.
The p reh istoric paradigm (prior to Al-Khawarizrni)
was not a paradigm in Kuhn's sense. For instance, it is
hard to establish that whatever alge braic knowledge
had existed in the pre-historic period constituted a
disciplinary matrix. None of the components of a discipllnary matri x as defined by Kuhn! is identifiab le in
the p re-his toric algebraic pa radigm. For one, no symbolic generalizations belonging to algebra had d eveloped to be u niversally accepted by members of an
id entifiabl e scientific community. Not even a name
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existed to describe the rudimentary and isolated algebra ic knowledge that Greeks, Hindus, and Arabs had
po ssessed in the pre- historic period.. Since there was
no di stinct and independent body of knowledge in
algebra in the pre-histor ic pa radigm, one can safely
say that there was no di stinct scien tific community
(algebraists) identi fiable within each of the cultures in
which algebraic ideas were independentl y emerging.
We p resent and provid e support to the hypothesis that
AI-Khawarizmi 's algebra marked the first algebraic
paradigm in Kuhn's sense. First, the technical language that Al-Khawarizmi use d or developed cons titut ed a well-defined set of symbolic generalizations
which had been universally accepted by a scientific
community of algebrais ts th rough the centu ries. One
example of the lastin g impact of AI-Khawariz mi's
symbo lic gene ra liza tions is best rep resented by the
name he gave to the new fledgling field of know ledge .
Al-jabr (Arabic root is "[abara" meaning either to "compel" or to "reduce a fracture") has been used to refer to
the field all through the centu ries and has been universa lly ado pted by alm ost all languages. It is not conceivable to assume that the na me algebra wo uld have
been universally adopted were it not for the significance of the referent field it denotes. The name algebra is unmistakably of Arabic origin and its etymology has been the subjec t of ma ny investigations.! The
controver sy in volves wheth er the meaning of word
"jabr" in ordinary Arab ic refers to a specific mathematical operation or the field of science itself. The work
'algorithm ' itself deriv es from "Al-Khawarizmi".

Mohammad Ibn Mu se, o f co urse, ref er s to AIKhawari zmi. Th e many trans lati ons of AIKhawarizmi 's treatise on algebra attest to its rol e as
the core of shared algebraic kn ow ledge of a growing
scientific communi ty of algebraists. The best known
Latin translation of AI-Khaw arizmi's treatise was done
by Robert of Chester. Tran slations to othe r European
languages were based on Chester's translation except
for that of Rosen .' The translated manuscripts constituted the basic text for the study of algebra and a reference for scholars in the field .
The scientific community of algebraists came to sha re
commo n beliefs and va lues rega rding their field of
study, One such basic belief was tha t of an existence
of a mathem atical system di stinct from known mathematical systems at the time. The core of the va lue
system is the appreciatio n of algebra as an applied
field of mathematics besides being of va lue to ma thematics itself.Such belief and value sys tems could not
have developed in isolati on from the wo rk of AIKhawarizmi .
Next we tum our attention to the body of know led ge
(shared examples in Kuhn's sense) produced by AIKhawarizmi to establish the extent to which this
know ledge represented points of departure from the
then existing mathematical knowledge.
A NewMathematical System

In retrospect, Al-Khaw arizmi's algebra seems to be the
first mathematical theor y in algebra; i.e., the the or y
The wo rk of AI-Khawarizmi in algebra cons titu ted a of the first and secon d degree equations in one uncore sha red by a new scientific community of alge- known. An examination of the stru cture and dev elbraists. On the Arab side, some algebraists of whom opment of Al-Khawar izmi 's algebra (refer to section
the best known is Omar Khayyam (about 1045-11 23 on "The Algebra ofAI-Khaw arizmi") w ill revea l a conAD), who tried to exten d Al-Khawarizmi's work to scious effort to construct a coherent ma thematical
sol u tions of h igher degree equations. Ot her alge- theory as we know it now:
brais ts, of wh om Al-Karkhi (d ied about 1029) is best
known , tried to su rpass AI-Khawarizmi's work by at- 1. AI-Khawa rizmi's theory starts with clear defin itempting to "arithmetize" algebra; i.e., to apply arithtions of techni cal terms, the most imp ortant of
metical opera tions on algebraic expressions . For both
which for algebra are the concepts of "thing" (varitrends, the wo rk of AI-Khawarizmi was the star ting
able ), "unknown", and "roo t." The basic concep ts
point to the extent that man y of the equations used
are then defined in terms of the technical terms
by AI-Khawarizmi (for example, Xl + l Ox = 39) apand are independent of any application. The mos t
peared in the algebras of Arab as we ll as European
signi ficant concepts are those of firs t and secon d
mathematicians); "When towa rds the beginning of the
degree equations together with the related binotwelfth century European scholars turned to Islam for
mial and trinomial algebra ic expressio ns.
ligh t, the works of Mohammad Ibn Musa came to occupy a p rominent place in their stud ies" (p. 23). 2. Having laid the ground, Al-Khawarizmi charac-
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terlzes systematically the types of qu adratic equations whose coefficients are positive ratio nal numbers (ax 2 = b x, ax 2 = c, bx =c.ar" + bx = c, ar + c =
bx, ar = bx + d . This development differs from
pre-h istoric algebraic practice in that the purpose
of quad ratic equations was not to solve a series of
problems bu t rathe r to cha racterize all typ es of
quadratic eq ua tions as ma thematical objects to be
investigated ind epe ndently of any application.

extension B, "then we ofte n refer to A an d B and the
correspondence between them as com prising a representation system" (p.169).

Algebraic expressions in their full generality are dealt
with as num bers. In othe r wo rds, we ha ve a new
ma thema tical system on a new set of mathe ma tical
objects.

Wha t then are the contributions of Al-Khawarizmi's
algebra to representati on sys tems? One can cite th ree
speci fic con trib u tions in this rega rd . First, AIKhawarizmi extended the notation sys tem of positive
rational numbers to include the "unknown" or "root"
and the "square" as ne w notations <though in wo rds
and not letters) in such a way tha t the syntax ru les of
posit ive rational numbers apply to the new not ations.
It is clear from the opening paragra phs of his book
that such a cohe rent extens ion of the notation system
was his first task. His exten sion of the notation system of positive ra tional numbers to inclu de the "variable" is a milestone in the history of represen tation
sys tems. Second, AI-Kha wa rizmi used natu ral language as a referen tial extension for his algeb ra. The
correspondence between the syntax of the notational
sys tem and tha t of natural language was well-defined
and consisten t. The representa tion system thus developed was of suc h power tha t it dominated algebra
for four centuries and wa s used not only in the originallanguage of the text but also in the languages to
which Al-Khawarizmi's book was translat ed <Latin
a nd o ther Europe a n La n g u ages ). T h ird , AIKhawarizmi used geo me tric figures to represent the
exte nded positive rational nu mb ers (a notation system). A num ber (positive rational or "unknown") w as
represented by a line segment and a product by a rectangle. The corres po nde nce be tween the sy ntac tic
structures of the two systems is natural and w ell-defined. Al-Khawarizmi w as not by any means the inventor of this kin d of representation because it was
very well known to the Greeks and others. The contribu tion of AI-Khaw arizmi in this regard is that he
pushed the idea of represen ting numbers by figu res
to the level of a well-developed representation system .

A New Representation System

A Model of a Mathematical System

According to Kap ut", a referential extension provides
meaning to a notation sys tem . For example, the meaning of second degree polynomial exp ressions in one
unknown (a notation system) may be provide d by
their graphical referents (Xl + 2x + 3 rep resents its
graphical referent; i.e., the parabola). When there is a
well-defined cor responde nce between the syntax of
the notat ion sys tem A and the syn tax of referential

Up to Al-Khawarizmi's time , the thru st of the development of mathematics had been either to de velop a
purely ma thematical sys tem (Euclidean geometry, for
example) or to find mathematical techniques to deal
w ith specific types of situat io ns (Egyp tia n and
Bab ylon ian mathema tics). AI-Khawariz mi's work
marks an early and rare example in w hich the full cycle
of a model w as ac h ieve d . Th e al ge b ra o f A I·

3. The development progre sses to a higher level of
abs traction by trans fonning the six types of qu adratic equations to the three canonical forms (r +
px = g, x'= px + g, x' + g= px).
4. A gene ral algorithm (completin g the square) for
solving the three canonical forms is then presented. The solution (in the set of positive ra tional numbers) is complete and covers all cases incl u ding th e ca se of x 2 + q = px w h e re A IKhawarizm i indicates that "the instance is impossible" (p. 12) when g > (p /2)' .
5. Nex t, AI-Khawarizmi provid es geometric proofs
for each type of quadratic equation. Geometric
proofs were very we ll known to the Greeks (see
the section "Algebra before Al-Khawa rizmi") .The
va lue of AI-Khawarizmi's contribution in this rega rd is the systema tic utiliza tion of proof to valida te sta tements (algo rithms) tha t follow ed from
a mathem atical system.
6. The last step in the theory is the exten sion of the
four ope rations, including the square root , to the
bin omia l algebraic expressions of the form ax + b.
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Khawa rizmi moved from ident ifying situations to
modeling such situations by a math ematica l sys tem
and valid ating the mathematical system by applying
the latter to a vari ety of situations much broader than
the one with which he started . That AI-Khaw arizmi
had exactly that frame of min d is clear from his manuscript.' In the preface to his boo k, he men tions tha t
his intention was to p rovide:

tion from natural lan guage to variable symbo ls (for
example, "six times as man y stude nts as professors"
is very often mist aken ly transla ted into 6S = P, w here
5 is the number of students and P the number of professors).
Algebra and Prior Arithmetical Experience

What lessons can we learn from the early stages of
the evo lution of algebra regarding the nature of such
pedagogical obs tacles? If one attempts to analyze the
Wha t is easiest and most useful in
nature of the two ped agogical obstacles arising from
arithmetic , such as men constantly requi re in cases of inheritan ce, legacies,
prior arithmetical experience or translation from natural
lan gu age, one is likely to observe that both obpartition, law-su its, and trad e, and in
stacles relate to the rep resentation of algebra. The
all their dealings with one another, or
pedagogical obstacle associated with prior arithmetiwhere the measuring of lands, the digcal experience ma y probably be traced to the misconging of canals, geometrical computaception that the symbol sys tem of the alphabet with
tion, and other objects of various sorts
its morphology is a representation of algebra. Obviand kinds are concerned-relying on the
ous ly, this is not the case because there is no well-degood ness of my int en tion therein...
fined correspondence betwee n the morp hology of the
Cp.3).
alphabet and that of algebra. The ea rly algebra of AlNext, Al-Khawariz mi proceed s to develop a math - Khawarizmi prov ides a helpful insight into the relaematical system which, thou gh motivated by the con- tion sh ip b etw een a ri th me tic a n d a lgeb ra . Altexts mentioned earl ier, transcends these contexts and Khawarizmi views the relationship as that of extenis independe nt of an y of them. When the mathemati- sion rather than representation. In othe r wo rds, the
cal sys tem (quadratic equations) is fully developed arithmetical sys tem is extended by adding new symit is aga in app lied in a variety of contexts including bols for new num bers; i.e., the root and the square.
those wh ich had motivated the de velopment of the Consequently the syntax of arithmetic applies to the
extended set in a natural way. In my judgment, this
mathema tical system itself.
view of the relationshi p between arithmetic and algePEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
bra is critical in rem oving many misconceptions in the
The pedagog ical obstacles that students experience in early stages of learning and teaching algebr a.
learning algebra d eri ve, to a large part, from two
sources: prior arithmetical experience and translation Algebra and Natural Language
from na tura l language. Research has indica ted many The relationship of algebr a to natural langu age is anpedagog ical problems arising from prior arithmetical other problematic area which may benefit from stud yexperience. One examp le of such difficulti es is the ing the historical development of algebra. The typ ical
process-product dilemma; i.e., the failure to accept that algebra curriculum has been characterized by an early
the process "x + 3" is itself the final answer Iproductj." introduction of variable and operation sym bols. In the
Ano ther example of such difficulties is concatena tion, last three decades, a trend has been observed in which
whic h den otes implicit add ition in arithmetic (for ex- intermed iate rep resentations of place-holde rs are used
ample, 3 1/ 2) and multip lication in algebra (for ex- as variab le symbols in elementary classes in mathample 6x). Among the man y di fficu lties that students ematics to prepare studen ts for the introduction of the
encounter due to the translation of natural langu age formal standard algebraic symbols in post-elementary
is the misconcep tion tha t a letter that represents a grades. The early introd uction of a sym bol sys tem
word ('b" for blue) rep resen ts a set in natu ral language does no t seem to correspond to the historical development of algebra which was represented by natural
but rep resents a number in algebra.'
lan guage by AI-Kha warizmi and subseq uen tly by
Clement, Lochhead, an d Solowa y'vhave identified an- other algebraists for four centuries. Ther e is a na tural
other difficulty which ar ises from syn tactic tra nsla- correspondence between the syntax of the natural lan-
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guage an d that of the gene ralized arithmetic of algebra. According to Kapur , one major sou rce of mathematical meaning is "via translations be tween mathematical representations and non- mathem atical sys·
terns" (p.168). It wo uld perhaps be worth considering
the payoff of using na tural langu age to represent introd uctor y algebraic concepts. Na tural language is
normally fully developed at the time stu de nts start
their study of algebra. It is plausible to assume, therefore, that represen tation via a familia r and well-developed sys tem is mo re effective in providing meaning than via an unfamiliar system (like the alphabet).
This possibility ought to be looked into serious ly, particularl y because it had served the science of algebra
for more than four centuries.

the rectangle wh ose sides are the factors. Dienes Blocks
provide a concre te representation system of this kind .
By using a flat square of side x (x square), a flat rectang le (one x) and a (l x 1) small squa re, trin omials
can be concretely represented. II This link age betw een
algebra and metric measures of geometric figu res is a
pow erful pedagogical tool which merits mo re attention. It was an efficient tool in the hands of the shape r
of algebra, and there should be no reason why it
sho uld not be as powerful in the hands of a beginning learner of algeb ra.
Algeb(a and Applications

One last lesson which may benefit the pe dagogy of
algebra is the fact that the genesis of algebra was that
of a science and n ot of a symbol sys te m. AIKhawarizmi's algebra was grounded in the needs of
Geometric Representation of Quadratic Equations
A promising system for representing algebra is the the society at the time, such as mercantile transactions,
sub-system of geometry. Al-Khawarizmi ad apted this measu rem en t, and in herita nce. A lt ho ugh Al represen tation from Greek ma thematicians and used Khawarizmi elevated his algebra to a theory which
it extens ively in providing "proofs" for his algorithms transcended the applications that initially motivated
for solving quadratic equa tions. The pow er of this it, he proceeded to show the power of his theory in
representation resides in its visual concrete form, a the extensive real-life ap plications which constituted
feature whic h renders it va luable for beginning alge- more than ha lf his book. Perha ps there is merit in patbra students. The correspondence betwe en the two is terni ng the learning of algebra after that of its historisimple and natur al. Segments represent numbers and cal development. If th is is the case, we might as well
"unkn owns" by matching the length of a segment to de-emp hasize algebra as a symbol system whose synthe number or "unknown"; addition corresponds to tax is to be mas tered in favor of struct uring algebra as
join ing, an d mul tipli cation corresponds to the area of a science w hich is grounded in real life applications.
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A form of art was created in the Islamic wo rld between
the 10t h and the 13th centuries that integrated rh ythmic geometric patterns, calligraphy, and illumination.
The dynamic geometric forms, infused with light,
were creat ed by artis ts working in collaboration with
mathema ticians . All Islamic mon ume n ts, sp read ing
from Egypt to Spain, were decorated with the se patterns. The mathematical basis of infinitely repeating
geome tric patterns includes the use of sym me tr y
transformations like rota tions, reflection s, translations
and glide reflections. Tessellations we re created from
these geometric transformations and an infinite variety of pa tterns resulted from the use of such elegan t
and simple mathematical laws. Oleg Grabar, a scholar
of Islamic Art, describes this art as follows:

stained glass . In some architecture no m edium w as
used excep t abstract geometric form s that allowed the
pen etration of su nligh t. The stars and polygons d ispersed the incom ing light int o geometrical shapes and
projected the illuminated forms into the space enclosed by the building. The ra ys of the su n created an
interplay of light and geometry. Thi s sub tle design
featu re allowed one to experience a sublime interior
light within the enclosures of sacred buildings. Such
buildings as th e Alh ambra were made radiant with
light in this manner." Figu re 1 is a scene from th e interior of the tomb of Itimad al-Dawa built in 1628 in
Agra. India.' It illu strates the use of illu minated geom etric patterns and the interplay of light and geometry in Islamic art.

After the 10th cen tury a second type of
ornament appears alon gside the ea rlier one, emphasizi ng poly gon s and
stars. It makes geo me tric pattern almost the only pattern of decoration....
From evidence w hic h is on ly now being di scovered, it seems that thi s art
was ma de possible by a conscious attempton the part of professional mathematicians to explain and to guide the
work of the artisans. '

Exploring visual images of geo metric art from the Islamic world is now po ssible through the In tern et. The
Rotch Visu al Co llections at the MIT library (h ttp://
n imrod.mit.edu/rvc) has a Worl d Wide Web page on
Islamic art an d arc hitecture subtitled "The Aga Khan
Visual Ar chives" w hich con tains a select ion of 167
images representing historic and con temporary art
and architecture from 26 cou n tries . The images can
be indexed by geo graphic location and architectura l
componen ts. A tour through thi s archive p rovides an
extensive visual expe rience of various art form s d eveloped in the Islamic world. Another impressive web
sit e is Ja n Aba s ' Islami c Patterns p a ge (h tt p://
www.bangor.ac.u k!-mas009!islampat.h tm) w hich
con tains a mathematical treatment of the subject.

The Alhambra is a walled fortress and one of th e ma sterpieces of Isla m ic architectur e built during the 13th
cen tury in the city of Granad a in Spain. Scholars of
Islamic art hav e ref erred to the Alh ambra as a
"geo meter's od yssey" due to the rich variety of illuminated geometric designs that decorate the walls and
ceilings of the building.' Islamic art is for the most
part abstract and geo metric; illuminated geometry becam e an important feature of Islamic art and architecture and resulted in an art form that has been characterized as "transcenden tal."? Techniques of illumination evolved ov er time and included the use of sp ecial colors embed ded into the building material, lus ter painting, marble inlays and the use of colored and
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The Dutch artist M.e. Escher stu d ied Islamic art when
he visited the Alhambra palace in 1935. He decl ared
that the Moorish majolica mosaics in the palace made
a p rofound impression on him and reali zed that the
Moors had used exclusively ab stract mathematical
motifs for their decoretions.! Escher then decided to
study the ma the matical laws that formed the basis of
these patterns. It was pointed out to him by th e ma thematical com munity that the regular division of the
plane into mathematical cong ruen t figures is part of
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the study of geometric crystall ography including symmetry transfor mat ions and the theory of plane sym metry gro ups. He began to do his artistic compos itions based on these mathema tical laws. What the
Moori sh artists had done with abstract geometric figures, Escher began to d o with figures from nature including bird, animal, human and architectural motifs.
In his book Escher on Escher: Exploring the Infinite,
Escher declare s that the Moorish artists as well as the
mathematicians, and in particular the crysta llographers, ha ve had a cons iderable influence on his work
of the last twenty years. With this new style Escher
tried to "approach infinity as purely and as closely as
possible" and expressed by his compositions "the idea
of endlessness, represented on a piece of pa per: where
our eyes reach the border of the print, the imagination must assume the task of the eye.:"
Mo1lt

Unit CeU

Reflect about M1

MIrror M1

Reftectlon about M.:!

Tes.seUolltion: HorIzon lal and yNtlCIIITrllnlllltlon.

Figure 1

Star-Cross Pattern
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The use of two dimensional tran sformation geometry in creating infinitely repeating geometric pa tterns
was most pronounced in Islamic art. Its application
forms the basis for the creation of rhythmic crystallographic patterns. This featu re of Islamic ar t makes it a
valuab le tool for teaching mathematical topi cs suc h
as symmetry, tran sformation an d tesse llation . It also
allow s the p ossibility of learning and integratin g
multiple disciplines including mathematics, art, computer graphics and Islam ic culture in a secondary
school curriculum.
The ma thematical process involved in creating these
patterns can be realized by applying symmetry tra nsformations on a two dimensional motif that is sometimes referred to as the genera ting motif for the pattern. Symmetry transformations include rotations,
reflections, glide reflection s and tra nslations together
with the ir compositions. Doris Schattschneider introduces the idea of a plane symmetry group int o which
infinite ly repeating geometric patterns can be classified? A plane symmetry group is a gro up of symmetry transformations including rotations , reflections,
glide reflections, translations and their compositions.
Mathematically it has been proven tha t su ch pa tterns
can be classified into seventeen dis tinct plane symmetry groups. All seventeen pattern types were uti lized by the Moors in the ir decoration of the Alhambra
palace although there is no documented evidence that
the artists and mathematicians during that time were
actua lly familiar with the theory of sym metry groups ."
The practical steps inv olved in creating thes e patterns
include: draw ing a 2-dimensional generating mo tif,
applying a sym metry transformation or a combination of symme try tran sformati ons to crea te a unit cell,
and then applying further sym metry tra nsformations
like translations in the plane to create a tessellation.
All these operations can be performe d by a compass
and straig htedge. In recent years the advances in computer technology and geometry software have made
possible the implementation of sym metry transform ations an d tessellations in fascinating ways . One such
geometry program is The Geometer's Sketchpad" It allows the exploration of ideas in tran sformation geometry interactively and wit h ease. The progra m allow s the student to apply the concept of transformation for creat ing tessellations an d to Jearn the corresponding mathematical terminology in the process.
Since the program performs the ne cessary repetitive
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The Andalusian Pattern
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This pattern is co mmonly foun d in Islami c monum en ts in Spain. It d isplays hexagonal symmetry and
the ge nerating motif is compose d of a sing le arc in a
triangular shape. The u nit cell is hexa gona l an d is
formed by perf orm ing a six-fold rotation of the ge nerating motif. The tessellation is ob tained by translating the unit cell hori zontally and ve rtically or b y ro tation and translations . The technique of creating this
pattern with the p rogram is illu strated in Figure 2.
The Star-Hexagon Pattern

This is another repeating pattern that uses sta rs. The
star is a popular d esign element in Islam ic art and
plays an importan t role in illuminating the art. The
stars signify heaven; ma ny artists used stars to d ecorate the ceilings and do mes of Islam ic mon uments. In
this w ay they created a vision of heaven through their
art. The star hexago n pattern has a six- fold d ouble
hexagona l sy mme try with ro tations and reflection s
performed on a simple ge nerating motif. The steps
in volved in creating this patte rn w ith the program are
illustr ated in Figure 3.

r....'-Ilo.,
Figure 2
Andalusian Pattern

Sketchpad also allows one to de corate these patterns
with the use of color. Mos t Islamic pattern s are filled

*,"""C
."
<>

steps involved in creating the unit cells and tessellations th e stu den ts are able to explore more geometrically complex tessellat ions and investigate the necessary ma thematical id eas th at form the ba sis of Islamic
geometric art and the art of Escher. The follow ing illustrations d escribe some crea tions that are possible
with Sketchpad.

Mirror N
Mati!

C"""

60 degroe

rolll tl on•• be.. t 0

The star-cress Pattern:

The star cross pattern is a freq uentl y used pattern in
Islamic art. It is foun d in many areas of the Middle
East as we ll as in Spa in. The pattern exhib its four-fold
symmetry w ith four-fold rota tions and reflections. The
generating motif is a simple polygon and the unit cell
is a square. The tessellation is obtained by translating the u nit cell horizon tally and vertically. The sta rs
are often decor ated with poetry and verses fro m the
Quran and illuminated w ith luster pain t. Islamic a rtists often integrated symbo ls like the cross from other
religiou s traditions into their art. The technique of creating these patterns w ith Sketchpad is illus trated in
Figu re 1.
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Figure 3

Star Hexagon Pattern
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with brilliant colors dominated by blue and gold . Blue
is a symbol of the infinite and gold symbolizes the
glory of the creator. The patterns were often glazed
wi th turquoise and cobalt, a commo n techn iqu e of illumi nation, and decorated wit h divine inscriptions
and poe try that encom passed divine compassio n.

ideas from geo metry an d algebra as well as probability theory and statistics. This approa ch also allows the
possibility of learning m ultiple d isciplines including
mathematics, ar t, comp uter graphics, an d Islamic cultu re.

Variationsof Patterns and Original Designs

Simple variations of the above pa tterns can be implemented easily by changing the original mo tif and creating the unit cell and tessellation w ith this new motif. For example, the Andalusian pattern can be given
a different exp ression by cha nging its mo tif. The resulting pa ttern is a tonal vers ion of the pa ttern and
shows how altering the generating motif and applying the sa me symme try transformations gives a different exp ression to the pattern . The result is shown
in Figure 4.

T
_._

New de signs can also be created by gen era ting an
origina l motif to create the tessellations. This process
of creating unit cells an d tessellations allow s the stude nt to explore ideas in transfor mation geometry with
relative ease and since the result s are interactively an d
visually gene ra ted a de eper understanding of the
mathematical concepts becomes possible. Learn ing
about tran sformations is an important part of mathematical understanding since transformations connec t

Figure 4
Andalusian Variation
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SEE·DUCTION
How Scientists & Artists Are Creating AThird Way Of Knowing
Howard Levine
CaliforniaCoiiege of Arts and Craffs
Oakland, CA 94618
howanUevine@ccac-an.edu

"If we trace out what we behold and what we experience through the language of logic we are
doing science; if we show it in terms whose interrelationshipsare notaccessible toourconscious
thought butare intuitively recognized as meaningful, we are doing art. "
Albert Einstein
In his 1959 Rede Lectures, C. P. Sno w coined a now engaged in the same fundamen tal activity? Not acfamous phrase-The Two Cultu res- that ha s acted as cording to Collins: "Scientists' forms are elab ora ted
a cautionary no te for much of our modem life: "I be- through firs t a collection of data looking for underl ylieve the in tellectual life of the whole of western soci- ing relationships, quantifying them, and then seeing
ety is increasingly be ing sp lit into two polar grou ps . how they ma y be visually represented. I go direct to
Intellectuals at one pole-at the other scientis ts. Be- the visual representation. But clearly th e whole modeling process is internalized in the hu m an br ain ." (In
tw een the two a gulf of mutual incomprehensionsometimes hos tility and d islike, but most of all lack case you haven't guessed , Conway is a world re of understanding. They have a curious distorted im- nowned Princeton ma the ma ticia n; Collins is a scu lpage of each other. Their attitu des are so different that, tor whose works have been exhibited at Fermi Labs,
even on the level of em otion, they can't find mu ch the National Center for Supercomputing Applicati ons,
common ground." Mayb e so, but Lord Snow never andAAAS.)
met Brent Collins ' or John Conway:
What Collins and Conway understand, and what
As a boy John Con way wa s fascinated
Sno w ov erloo ked, is that not onl y are scientists and
by kn ots. So much so that he spent
artists engaged in the same basic task- interp reting
weeks whittling complex kn ots out of
the fundamental nature of bo th the universe and our
so lid blocks of wood so that he could
place wi thin it-but they do so by employing the same
study their form and sha pe from evesse ntial artistic and scientific skill: see ing and interery conceivable ang le. Today, Conway
preting. Furthermore, and Snow could no t ha ve foreis still interested in visualizing kn ots
seen this 35 years ago, both of these di sciplines are
which he often d oes by inviting friends
using computers to discover and expe riment wi th new
to "dance" while ho lding d ifferent colobservational opportunities, to give for m and sha pe
ored ropes . Brent Collins is also interto dry ma th emati cal eq ua tions, and to sea rch for
ested in visual representation, but for
meaning among seemingly ra ndom, chaotic data. In
Co llins the objects ha ve esoteric names
using th e com puter as a tool to help u s see and make
such as 'one-sided surface wi th opsense of wha t we see, artists an d scientists are creating a ne w and important th ird way of knowing: seeposed chi raliti es' and 'Haken surfaces
of figure eight kn ots.' Even his exp laduction-the visualiza tion, simulation, and m odeling
of real world phenomena using computers. In so d onation of his work is arcane , "The linear patterns are nev er arb itrary but ising, see-duction is helping to break d own the artificia l
sue as abs tractions of th e logical mobarriers between th e two cultures,
tifs constellated in a particular compositio n,"
FROM SCIENCE TO ART
What is the gr eatest scientific di scovery of all time?
Who's the a rtist and who's the scientist? Does it reall y Twentieth century deni zens mig ht choose the Theory
ma tter what we choose to call them if th ey are bo th of Special Relativity which unifies ma tter and energy
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or the discover y of DNA . the in formation code for all
life forms. Those w ith a longer view might select the
Theory of Natura l Selection or the Laws of Motion .
Still others m ight a rgue tha t since all science is based
on ma them ati cs. the grea tes t scientific discov eries
have been mathematical: the invention of zero or the
insigh t that all geo metrical shapes can be numerically
rep resen ted . But ea ch of these great in tellectua l
achieveme nts pales in significance to the cor rect answe r, the d iscovery that allow s all other scientific
achievement to occur- the inven tion of the scienti fic
met hod .

ing is believing (and understanding).
in 1963 Edward Lormz sowed theseedsforascientific rC'V()lution when he published a dull-sounding paper t'' Deterministic Nonperiodic Flow") in a somewhat obscu re journal (Journal of Atmo spheric Sciences). Today, werecognize Lorenz's work as t1lefoundationfor chaos theory-the
study of systems governed by nonlinear rules and eq uations wl1ich can be so sensitive to mhlOrt1uctllatiOlls tha t
The flapping of a butterfly's wings In China today may
lead to a tornado in the Midwest next month,"

their behaviorseems chaotic. The classic statement of such

Twen ty-five hundred years ago the ancient Greeks in- a system is Lorenz's, "Theflappingof a butterfly's wings
vented deduction-a logical system of reason ing that in China today may lead to a tornado in the Midwest next
started with indubitab le axioms an d employed pre- month." Thirty years later, a new generation of climate
cise rul es to gen era te theorems (ne w knowledge); this modelers is still struggling wilh chaos, but now they are
was the birth of ma thematics, the first great scientific aided by a staggering and ever-growing amou nt olcompuway of knowing. Five hu ndred years ago the ear ly tational power. The best current model is theNational CenRena issan ce think ers invented induction-c-e formal ter for Atntoepheric Research's (NCA R) Community Clisystem of rules governing observa tion an d experimen- mate Model, but competitors witJz fla mes such as MOM
tation de signed to give us know ledge of the na tural (Modular Ocean Model) and POP (Parallel Occeu Proworld; this wa s the birth of science, the second great gram) are also seeking to develop a co upled atmosphericway of know ing. Tod ay, an interdiscip linary group of ocea nclimate model. lfthe possibility ofaccurate, long term
revolu tionary scient ists and mat hematicians are in- weatherforecasts is still in question, the utility of oisualizven ting the third great way of know ing, see-duction:
ing the outputfrom reams of arcane equations is not. As

Bill Thurston is one of the world's best mathematicians. A
Fields Medal (tileNobel Prizefor mathematics) winnerand
Directorof Berkeley's Mathematical Sciences Researchlnstitute, he is best known for his work establishing a deep
connection between topology and geometry. As one might
expect, his papers (i.e. "Three-dimensional manifolds,"
"Kteinian groups," and "Hyperbolic geometry") are not
easybedtime reading. Tile pleasant surprise is that one need
not read the paperin order to understand theconcepts. The
Geometry Centerat the UniversitYofMinnesofa<Thurston
is also a director there) has produced an award winning
video, No t Knot', that uses animation to show andexplain
theconcepts andrrowni ngbehind Thurston's ideas. lnfact.
Although it is certainly not a technique without controversy, computer-aided visualization is allowing mathsmaticians to embrace a long cherished dictum of empirical
science: Seeing is believing (and understanding),
since he liaS not yet provided a complete paper-and-pencil
pmoj ofhistheorem, thevideo stands as the proof. Althougl!
it is certainly not a technique without controversy, computer-aided visualization is allowing mathematicians to
embrace a long cherished dictum ofempirical science: See-
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scientists continue to simulate increashlgly complex phenomena (i.e. ozone depletion, economics). the knowledge
gainedfrom seeing thesesimulations on acomputerscreen
will be the truest test of their worth and validity.
There is one image that we never tire of seeing-the image

of the human body. Whether it is Galen' s anatomical

sketches, or early x-ray images, or a CAT scan of our OWtl
head, thehumanfurm seems endlesslyfascinating. But the
body is decidedly threedimensionalwhileeach ofthese rcudering techniques yields a two dimensional image. How
much information is lost? You don't have to be an anatomist or computer scientist to realize that the answer must
be -a whole lot.- Researchers at Sandia National Laboratory and the Baylor University Medical Center have used
massive parallel supercomputers to turn two dimensional
MRI images into three dimensional views and the resu lts
arestartling- thedetection ofbreast tumors that were "invisible" to x-ray mammography. But why stop with the
huma n breas t? The Visible Human project seeks nothing
less than afour trillion byte image library thatwill provide
threedimensional numerical coord inates from wh ich both
internal and external structures can be depicted, rotated.
viewed fro m QflY angle and reversibly "dissected." Early
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scientists built physical models. Later scientists employed
conceptual models. Today, scientists in fields as diverse as
psychology, crystallography and medicine are employing
computer models to help them better understand thenatural world3 •

and Leonard o (and later, Galileo and Bacon) the inventors of induction. But not ice that those indi viduals we recognize as scien tists were already buil ding
on the wor k of philosophers and ar tists. Revolution
in scientific method has always required a synthesis
of Snow's two cultu res. Breaki ng the scientific paraModern day ne o-Lud dites scoff at the idea that see- digm (as Kuhn so ab ly documents) ha s always reduction is a new way of knowing. "After all," they ar- quired forces ou tsid e the scientific community. The
gue, "scientists have always used the processes of vi- sa me is tru e today. See-auction is the wo rk of artists as
sualization, simulation, and modelin g. The computer much as it is the work of scientists:
is jus t a tool. " The trouble with this "argument" is that
it totally fails to understand the pow er of revolution- Tony Robbin4 is an artist with a simple, if incomprehenary tools. Thirty years ago, Marshall Mcl.uhan ob- sible, mission-to see and paint thefourth dimension. In
served that we shape our tools and thereafter our tools 1975, Englebert SHucking, a physicist at NY U, told Robbin
shape us . The computer, the first meta-tool-or tool that hehad seen thefourth dimension. Shucking said little
w ith no specified, overt purpose- an d its human else, but it was enough to send Robbinonhismission. Four
mas ters are engaged in an endless bootstrapping cycle years la ter, Robbin visited Tom Banchojf, a professor of
of shaping both us and our ma chines. Truly revolu- mathematics at Brown University, and saw his first comtionary tools pass through three stages: First, they sim- puter-genera ted graphics ofa hypercube rotating in space.
p ly enable us to pe rfor m the same old tasks w ith Today, Robbin has programmed hisown computer toallow
greater efficiency (quantita tive phase). Second, with him to see the fourth dimension. He has sold his large, 4-D
enough speed and efficiency,the old task mutates into paintings to private collectors and corporations such as
some th ing in ventive and unexpected (qu alitative General Electric and AT&T. What's the attraction? Isn't a
phase). Finally, we find ourselves using the tool to fourth spatial dimension somekindofconjurer's trick? Not
perform totally new and unforeseen tasks . In effect, according to Robbin: "Physics has confirmed what we rethe tool has shaped us so that we think in terms that ally knew all along:three dimensional space is an arbitrary
would have been impo ssible without it (revolu tion- convention. In thefuturethere willbe manyworks bymany
ary phase). No one who looks at the work of Bill artists based on visual experience of thefourth dimension .
Thurs ton or Edward Lorenz or any of the hundreds With new works of art and new computers, the tools are
of othe r scientists using the computer to help them- already available to usfor learning to see thefourth spatial
selves see, can argue that it's simply bu sines s as usual. dimension that is all around us and hiddenfrom our view
Today, eee-duction is in its infancy, somewhere between for only a moment. When the fourth dimension becomes
the quantitative and qualitative phases; tom orrow, it part of our intuition, our understanding will soar. " For
w ill ena ble us to think in new ways and usher in a Robbin, visualizing thefourth dimension is analogous to
third scientific revolution'.
the work of the Renaissance masters-it is the portal to

knowledge.
FROM ART TO SCIENCE

Who is the greatest scientist of all time? Twentieth
cen tur y de nizens might choose Albert Eins tein or
Watson and Crick. Those with a longer view might
select Charles Darwin or Isaac New ton. Still others
might argue that since all science is based on mathematics, the greates t scient ist has to be mathematician.
They might choose Muhammad al-Khwarizmi or
Rene Descar tes. But each of these great scientists, as
Newton so aptly pointed out, was only able to proceed because he already stood on the shou lde rs of gian ts- the shoulde rs of the inven tors of the scien tific
method . Pyth agoras, Plato, and Aristotle (and later,
Euclid) wh o inv ented deduction; Brunelleschi,Alberti,
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Donna Cox is an artist with an unusual institutional
home-the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois. Her job, to steal a title
from Ed Tufte's5classic book, is envisioning information.
Whether it's the "Motion Analysis of Kink Instabilities in
Supersonic Flow," "Plastic Injection Molding," or "Numerical Relativity: Black Hole Space Times," her task is
making sure that thegraphicdisplays of the supercomputers
(with artist's names like Klimt, Cou rbet, and Mondrian)
convey the maximum amount (Jj:information possible. But
wha t rules are to be followed? How can dry equations be
turned into meaningful pictures ? Tufte closes Envisioning Information withalament: "The essential dilemma of
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narrative designs is how to reduce Ole magnificent fou rdimensional reality oftimeand three-space intolittle marks
0" I'aper flatlands. Perhaps oneday high-resolution com·
putervisualizations. which combine slightly abstracted representations along witli a dynamic andanimated flatland,
will ligllten Ole laborious complexity of encodings -- and
yet still capturesomeworthwhile part of thl? subtlety ofthe
III/ man itinera ry." Cox.and the scores ofotherartists who
work at the National Computing Centers and proprietary
computingfirms around the world, have already taken the
first step in tha t human itinerary. If a picture is worth a
thousand words, ! IOW much information can be contained
in the six minute computer simulation ofa thunderstorm?
The answer may just be the hundreds of lives that can he
saved if such simulations enable us to betterforecast the
weather.

are scoffing. "How can math, and science, and computers have anyth ing todo with artistic creation ?" they
complain. The essence of th is p laint was an ticipa ted
almos t fifty yea rs ago by the Swiss sculptor Max Bill.
After asserting his belief that "it is possible to evolve
a new form of art in which the artist's wo rk could be
founded to qu ite a substantial degree on a ma thematical line of approa ch to its content ; ' Bill set forth what
he believed would be the skep tical response to his
manifesto: "It is objected that art has nothing to do
with mathematics; that math ematic s. besides being by
its very nature as dry as dust and as unemotional, is a
branch of speculative thou ght and as such in direct
antithes is to those emo tive values inherent in aesthetics; and finally that anything approaching ra tiocination is repugnant indeed positively injurious to a rt,
which is purely a matter of feeling." The trouble with
Aaron is sui generis-the world's first artist-computer this "argu ment" is tha t it totally fails to understand
(not an artist using a computer [a computer-artist/, but a art, science, and the longstanding, important relationcomputer that is programmed tobean artist). Aaron is also ship betw een the m' .

thealter-egoifHarofd Cohen",a renowned abstract painter
who gave up painting twenty years ago to enter into a
strange. symbiotic rela tionship with a computer. What' s
theconnection betweenart andcomputers ?BetweenHarold
and Aaron? For Cohen, art has always been about therepresentation if human knowledge; computer languagesare
also a form of represen ta tion~ set of rules, algorithms,
'The lact is that art is not, and never has been, can·
cerned primarily with the making 01 beautilul or inter·
esting paNerns. The real power, the real magic, which
remains still in the hands 01 the elite, rests not in the
making 01images, butIn the conjuring 01 meaning."
and heuristics that encompass knowledge and might just
lead tonewknowledge. Butcould acomputerprogram lead
tothe kindsofknowledge that an artist requires in order to
createart?Harold has spent the last twenty years imbuing
Aaron with all his painterly knowledge; Aaron 's artwork
speaks for itself. Collen is emphatic that Aaron 's work is
not computerart: 'T hefact is that artis not, andneverhas
been, concerned primarily with the making of beautiful or
interesting patterns. The real power, the real magic, which
remains still in the hands of the elite, rests not in the makingof images, but in the conjuring of meaning." By creating a computer model if himself, Cohen has created a tota lly new method for cognitive scientists to study the ultimate question of knowledge: How do we mentally represent the world in order to create meaning?
This time, it's more than just the neo-Luddites wh o

Far from being ind ependent, these discip lines have
always shared a five stage relationship as they en gage
in the same, vital, en terpri se-observing and interpre ting the universe and our place wi thin it:
Shared tools Artists rely on scientific and mathematical tools to count measu re, design buildings, anneal glass and much more; scientists rely on artistic tools to model non-Euclidean spaces, crea te topologica l surfaces, enhance photos from space,
and much more.
Mathematic al foundation s Neithe r art nor scien ce
could exist witho ut a reliance on fundamental
ma thematical concepts. Perspec tive, proporti on,
and sym metry are just three mathematical ideas
tha t ar e crucial to the practice of both art and science.
Mathematical inspiration There are no limits to wha t
an artist may choose to depict, so it should not be
su rprising to d iscover that many artist s have
found inspiration in mathematical concepts and
idea s: Phidias, Leonardo, Durer, Kan d insky, and
Escher not only created works inspi red by mathema tics, they also wrote treatises explaining the
role of science and mathematics to the arts. Toda y, the Cybe rArts mo vemen t, w ith its interest in
cha os theory and fracta ls, is sometimes hardly
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di stin guishable fro m the scientists working on
those ve ry subjects.
Epistemology Scien tists and ar tists are seekers after
the sa me thing: beautifu l, elega nt solutions . The
famo us British ma the matician G.H. Hardy wrote
tha t "t he mathematician 's patterns, like the
painter's or poet's, must be beautiful " In his Messenger Lectures about the char acter of physical
laws, Richa rd Feynman says, "(they] are simple,
and therefore they are bea utiful. " Perhap s w ithou t rea lizi ng it, artists a nd scientis ts may be
uniquely suited to judge the qua lity of each other's
wo rk.
Me taphysics Do science and ma thematics tell us
more about the inner workings of our own minds
or the outer workings of the universe? Should ar t-

ists be credi ted for inventing totally new ways of
seeing (i.e. Cubism, 40) or only with d iscoverin g
preexisting modalities? Are the scientis ts' qu arks
and space-time wormholes rea llydescriptions of
our universe or simply current fictions that we use
to explain ou r universe?
Such ques tions may ultimately have no answers, bu t
this much is d ear: artists, scientists, and mathem aticians are en gaged in the ul timate creative activitycreating something out of nothing.Today, and increasingly in the futu re, see-duction w ill contribu te much
to thi s creative qu est.
See-duction is the second of a two part argument I have made
regarding therelationshipbetweenartand mathematics. Thefirst
article, "TheAn ofMathematics, TheMathematics ofAn"appeared
in Leonardo, vol. 27, no. 1, 1994.

REFEREN CES
'Brent Collins has published a series of papers in Leonardo de- 4Tony Robbinexplains his werle; in his book. Fourfield. The book
sailing hismathematically based sculptures.Accepted forMure also comes with a computer program allowing the user to mapublicationinthat journal isan article explaining hiscollaboration nipulate a hyperaJbe in4-space.
wnh Ca~o Sequin, a computer soemist ant UC Berl<e.,y.
' Ed Tufte has sen-published three dassie books exploring the
'The Not KnotVideo and bookletisavailablefromJones & Bart.,n relationship between visualization and information. See The ViPublishers. Thereisalso a wealth of informationavailable on the sual Display ofOUantitativeInformation, EnvisioningInformation,
University of Minnesota Geometry Center web site.
and The BrandNew Visual Explanations.
31n general, much of the mostexciting see-duction work isbeing 6Harold Cohen's story is told by Pamela McCorduck in Aaron's
communicatedthroughcyberspace.Twoof thebest sites arethe Tale.
University of Illinois' National Center for Supercomputing Applications (see especially the Renaissance Experimental Labora- ' The Visual Mind, edited by Michele Emmer(MIT Press) isa first
tory) and UC San Diego's Supercomputer Center.
class collection of articles exploring the relationship between art
and mathematics.
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Curriculum Development via Literary and Musical Forms
Joel K. Haack
Department ofMathematics
University ofNorthern Iowa
Cedar Falls, IA50614-0506
haack@uni. edu
In addition to the inclusion of humanistic concep ts in
the classroom presentation of mathematics and the
assignments/ projects that students are asked to complete, I have found it valuable to stru cture the courses
I've developed in term s of lite rary and musical forms.
Math em atical kn owl ed ge, as tha t of m any d isciplines,
is ap p ropriately regarded as a web of id eas, having a
great m any int erconnections. This can make it very
difficult to ima gin e presen ting material in a linear fash ion- the richness of the discipline can be lost.
Upon reflec tion, it is clear that structural cons iderations are not and sho uld not be limited to the d evel opme n t of new cou rse s. Wh enever w e consider a
course that we will teach in the next ter m, we ha ve
the opportunity of seeking an overarching structure
for the subject.

One way to de velop a path through the w eb of knowl ed ge is to look to other ar ts for suggestions of w ays to
organize m ateriaL Two that I have found to be particularly helpful are literary and musical forms.
As a first exa mple <and one w hich encouraged me to
think of curriculum thi s way) a geometry co urse,
based for example on Martin Jay Gr eenberg 's Euclidean and Non-Euclidean Geometries], could have the form
of a novel, with its plot the indep endence of the Euclid ean parallel postulate. To this end, one would first
introduce the setting - namely, the ori gins of geo metry, the axioma tic method, Euclid 's firs t four postulates, an d the parallel postu late. This would be followed b y id ea s from logic that establish the context
in which independence can be d em on strated or d efeated : theorems, p roofs, and models. The non-human
cha rac ters, namely H ilber t's Axioms, would then appear and their consequences and interactions would
be explored, cons tructing a portion of neutral (absolute) geometry. Demonstrating that a number of statements are eq uiva lent to the para llel postulate would
then show the studen ts w hat is at stake in its proof or
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refutation. Tension would increase through a chap ter
on the history of the parallel p ostulate, introducing
additional human characters and leading to the di scovery of non-Euclidean geo me try. Finally the indepen dence of the parall el postula te would be establish ed through models of hyp erb olic geome try; by thi s
time, the stud en ts welcome thi s as the culmination of
the semester 's story !After thi s denouement, the philosophical implications of the indep end ence of the p arallel postulate could be d iscussed, p roviding an additional reward for the completion of the plot of thi s
nc vel.
Com p are thi s descripti on of a co urse ba sed on
Gree nberg 's text with the typical section-by-section,
ch ap ter-by-chap ter p resentation in m o st cou rses.
Highlighting the difference: in a course w ith the plot
sketche d above, it would be unconscionable to run
out of time be fore finishing the story!
It is w orthwhile to let the studen ts know w ha t role
the day's topic plays in the story of the independence
of the parallel postulate-this helps establish a context for them, again exhibiting a significan t difference
from a course without a plot. In fact, when I asked
stude n ts on the in-class final to sketch the plot of the
course, all but one w ere quite successful.

A traditional first-semest er calculus course adapts
readi ly to this id ea of structure via a novel. Exactly
what th e pl ot lin e is and who th e major characters are
will d ep end on the text adopted for th e course . In a
traditional calculus cour se, very often the Fu ndamental Theorem of Ca lcu lus is the goal of the plot. Almos t
every topic p receding thi s can either be related to the
develop ment of this theo rem, or presented as subplots
and asides. In the CCH reformed approach to calculus based on modeling", the fundamental theorem m ay
ha ve become an obvious consequence of th e emphasis on de rivatives as rates of cha nge and int egrals as
total cha nge. Now instead, the introductory chap ter
introduces the various families of functi ons as th e
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characters in a logically developed sequence of mystery tales and rags-to-riches stories with unlikely heroe s. Which function is responsible for modelling
some situation, and what evidence can one present
for this? How well can an unlikely hero, a linear function, perform as an adequate substitute for a more
complicated function in some particular situation?

what will be required to provide a rigorou s model of
non-Euclidean geometry, and introduce a new theme
of an intrinsic feature of a surface, the Gaussian curvature. In the last three c hap ters, the recapitulation
and coda, McCleary finishe s the development, Pt'>
vides the climax with the construction of models of
non-Euclidean geometry, and then provides a coda
on the theme of the intrinsic.

Another example of the use I've made of a form from
the arts is in developing a portion of a history of math- In addition to providing an over-arching structure,
ematics course offered for middle grades education there are additional advantages to thinking ab out
majors through mathematics masters candidates, and courses in terms of literary or musical forms. Making
since adapted for inclusion in other survey courses. the structure apparent to students, providing a conThe approach taken was that of a novella or tone ceptual narrative, and reminding them from time to
poem; within an overall story line, themes reappear. time where the y are in the course helps address the
This story, based on number and numeration systems, needs of students who are not in Sheila Tobias's' "first
traces id eas from pre-history through the second half tier" (pp.S'l, 38, 46, 89). Such students often feel disof the twentieth century. Ideas from Eudoxus recur comfort with an unmotivated section-by-section prewith Dedekind; prehistoric counting reappears as the sentation .
basi s of Cantor's cardinality of sets. The discomfort
caused earlier mathematicians by irrational, negative, Thinking of the course in these terms also can sugand complex numbers reappears in my students with gest potential projects and assignments for students
an introduction to the infinitesimals of the hyperreal that take a more humanistic approach. For example,
one could ask students to select the most important
numbers of Abraham Robinson.
theorem from a chapter containing major theorems of
In contrast to a structure modeled after a novella ! calculus leading up to the fundamental theorem, and
musical tone poem, a unit on "Shape" based on the explaining the reason for the choice. As another exchapter in On the Shoulders of Giants3 took the form of ample, one could encourage students to write a poe m
a theme and variations with some fugal entrances. after the students have seen hyperreal numbers, reIdeas of similarity, dimension, sym metry, dissections, acting as a Pythagorean might to the discovery of inand combinatorial geometry all appeared and were commensurable magnitudes; a graduate student of
education felt this was the best activity of a two-seinterwoven.
mester survey course.
A book explicitly constru cted in sonata-allegro form
is John McCleary's Geometryfroma Differentiable View- Finally, considering over-arching themes for a course
point'; a summary of his comments in the introduc- also encourages thought and di scussion amon g faction indicate the structure of his text (p.ir-xf). His first ulty regarding strands in the mathematics curriculum.
section of five chapters opens with a prelude of spheri- As institutional (or external) pressures grow to shorten
cal geometry, then introduces some of the main (or at least not lengthen) majors, this will become inthe mes, including Euclid 's parallel postulate. The creasingly important to the integrity of an undereight chap ters in the development section establish graduate major in mathematics.
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Algebra Anyone?
Leslie Jones
Cape Cod CommunityCoilege
West Barnstable, MA 02668

"Solving life's problems israther like the process atdoing algebra. Time, skill, wisdom, and deter·
mination are necessary keys forsuccess in both endeavors,"
INTRODUCTION BY TED PANITZ

Every once in a while a stude nt does som ething that
makes teaching exhilarating. Those moments underscore the whole purpose of teaching. I would like to
sha re one of those w ith you that I had recently.
Leslie started college last Sep tembe r as a retu rning
stud en t having rai sed a famil y and worked at part
time jobs. She had all the symptoms of a pe rson unsure abo ut the w orld of college, a completely new
experience for her: high anxiety, low self-esteem, and
lots of self doubt. She started in my elementary algebra class and is now completing intermediate algebra
and is ready to take on college level math with a great
deal of confide nce.
Leslie responded to my precourse letter of introduction, where I ask students to write their math autobiography before coming to the first class, by wri ting a
three page essay. Most students write one page double
spa ced, if that. She indicated that she appreciated the
opportunity to write to me since she understood that
form of expre ssion while she cou ldn' t comprehend
math concep ts. She responded to all my w riting assignments w ith enthusaism and often mentioned how
they helped her through the course . Throughout the
course she, along with many of her peers, kept asking
the eternal question, "Wh at do I need thi s for???" My
response w as alw ays that it would help her in life.
That usually brou ght guffaws and giggles from ev-

eryone.
This week, Leslie approached me right before class
and said she had something special for me. "Uh oh!
Wh at could that be??!" I wondered. She wrote an article for our school's literary book, "The Writ e Stuff,"
which is refereed by facul ty, and her article was accepted. Let me tell you thi s is one proud student and
one p roud teacher. You will see why in a moment.
Leslie has captu red the essence of w hy an yon e sho uld
take classes at college. Her inspiration happens to have
come through her exp eriences with algebra. She has
made a few good friends through our classes and has
learn ed a lot about herself. I have had the privilege to
w atch he r grow and de velop into a mature college
student. I attribute her response in large part to her
adapting to and using cooperativ e learning and a
ma stery approach to testing in a supportive, non threatening environment which wa s created by collaboration instead of compe tition.
Leslie has given me permission to duplicate her article for my other classes and to send it out over the
Internet. If you feel it might ha ve an impact on some
of your students, feel free to use it.
This student's response will keep me humming and
smiling down the corridors for some time.

ALGEBRA ANYONE?

When an elemen tary algebra class is in progress, repeated choruses of "Why do w e have to take algebra
anyway?" can be heard echoing down the college corridors. I wa s an av id memb er of thi s chorus in the
early w eeks of DE060 (Elementary Algebra) while
struggling to get m y aging brain to grasp the basic
concepts. But, as my ability to handle algebraic comple xities increased , I gradually became awa re of the
benefits of algebra. They ha ve little to do with the
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usefulness of any pa rticular math skills and formulas
in the futu re and more to do with the reality that solving life's problems is rather like the process of doing
algebra. TIme, skill, wisdo m, and determination are
necessary keys for success in both endeavors.
The effort of gaining skills and solving problems,
whether in life or algebra, often tak es a sizable investment of time and energy. Adequate time does not
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magically appear in the crowded sched ules of the late
20th century lifestyles; it has to be carved out , sometimes ruthl essly. New priorities have to be established,
if only temporarily, and ways of using time more efficiently will hav e to be discovered in order to accomplish everyday chores more quickly. But first and foremost, findin g time to learn skills and solve problems
depends on a willingness to invest the required time
and determination to give whatever it takes to accomp lish the goal at hand . Some of life's prob lems hardl y
seem worth this investment, just like algebra. Doing
so anyway increases disci pline, focus, and understanding for those times that are critical.
Not only is it necessa ry to gain knowledge and skill
to effectively so lve problems, but wisdom is also
needed to decide which op tion to choose and when . I
have often thought about this when confronted with
setting up and solving an equation or simplifying an
algebraic expression, especially one that contains a
complex fraction. Invariably, I forget to keep track of
the signs or fail to remember the rul es that govern
them, and so I arrive at an incorect solution. There are
SO many qu estions to ask of myself and many that I
forget to ask. Have I red uced or factored enough? Is it

the confusion of all the rul es, terms and variables involved in simplifying it. When I think of an equation,
I am reminded of balance as I remember that wha t is
done to one side of the equation must be done to the
other. Balance is a good thing to keep in mind when
solving problems.I don't always get my solutions right
in life or in algebra, but the more I practice and understand my mistakes, the more my wisdom and skill
improve. This is most definitely an advantage.
Finally, algebra is a wonderfu l op port u nity for
strengthening de termina tion and self-confid ence,
valuab le chara cter traits when faced with a prob lem.
It is the only academic subject I have taken where it is
possible to gain some degree of understanding and
confidence only to turn the page to the next chapter
and not have the slightest idea about wha t the text is
trying to explain.This is d isequilibrium . . . "BIG time."
At its worst. d isequilibrium involves fear of the unknown, of not knowing the right way. At best, it is
simp ly confusing and frustra ting. Eith er way, the
temptation is to avoid it rather than gather up the courage and pat ience to stand up on one's potential and
trust tha t eventually the light will dawn. I can forsee
that pushing through the dark chapters in algebra will
help when the dark chapters of life occur, problems
for which pa st exp erience has not been adequate
preparation.

I can torsee that pushing through the dark chapters in
algebra will hetp when the dark chapters of life occur,
problems for which past experience has nol been ad·
After satisfying the math and science requirements
equale preparalion.
for a degree, it may be true tha t I will never again use
even factorable? Some times I forge t to factor alto- the particular math skills I have learned along the way.
gether or forget that eliminating fraction denomina- I will not, however, consider the investm ent of my
tors anywhere bu t in an equation is not allowed. I love energy a was te of time. The rewa rd of imp roved disto get rid of those irri tating fractions. When worki ng cipline, skill, wisdo m, and determin ation will be useon a personal prob lem, I have often pictured a com- ful keys of success for the rest of my life, especially
plicated polynomial expression in my mind 's eye and when confronted with the "impossible."
RESPONSE BY WALTER BURLAGE

Thank you for passing along that student's essay regarding the importance of algebra. I have felt this way
about algebra for a long time myself, but I find it difficult to communicate those feelings to my students.
Usually they d o not want to believe that do ing well
in algebra is going to have some future benefit. It is
taken (by them) a little bit like the promise of organized religions (i.e., adhere to these beliefs, live according to these prin ciples, and you shall be rewarded
somehow). But when the message comes from a fellow student, it may have some added credibility.
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I would like to share my story wi th you and I hope
that you will pa ss it along to Leslie. When I completed
the requirements for a B.5. degree in 1970, the Vietnam confiet was going full tilt. A friend told me that
joining the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve was a way to
fulfill my military obliga tion and probably avoid going to Vietnam. Just one small hitch, however, was
that I had to undergo six months of active duty training (boot camp and beyond ) with regu lar Marines.
Little did I know that this was about to become one of
the greatest challenges of my life.

When I arrived at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San element is added to the physical challenges, the trainDiego, CA, I was treated like all of the other poor slobs ing can rapidly become mo re than many young men
wh o had chosen the Marine Corps as their way to full- are able to endure an d they break down. First, they
fil thei r m ilitary obligation . I felt very intimidated at break emotionally and then they bre ak physically. If
first becau se I w as not sure whether I could handle your head is not in the right space, all of the physical
the physical challenge s (running all da y, carrying a strength in the w orld will not pull you through.
30 lb. pack and a 141b. M ~ 14 rifle). I knew that most of
the other recruits we re younger than I and in much The Marine Corps drill ins tructors are trained to break
recruits emotionally first. They know that they ha ve
better physical condition .
succeeded when they begin to see the physical breakImagine my su rprise when I discovered after a few down. Once this occurs, they then begin to rebuild
short weeks that not only could I keep up with the the recruit emotionally to prepare him to survive the
physical challenges, but I was surpassing most of the reality of warfare. Once the emotional comp onent is
you nger recruits. It took me a while to figure out why back in pla ce, most recruits quickly regain their physith is was so. I could not immediately see any logical cal powers.
reason wh y th is was happening. Later, when it finally
dawned on me , I had difficulty believing the truth that I discovered through this expe rience that all of the
mathematics I had studied had actually prep ared me
I had discovered.
to face the "impossible." I already had acquired the
The truth that I discovered is that Marine Corps Train- emotional discipline that carr ied me through those
ing, while it is extremely demanding physically,is also harried few weeks of boot cam p . It sustained me and
demanding both emotionally and psychologically.The carried me through that terrible, nig htmarish experiMarine Corps, after all, is attempting to tram its people ence. As I look back on my life, I can recount other
to go into the worst of situations (a battlefield where time s when the discipline that I learned in mathematan adversary is trying to kill you, where you may be ics tru ly came to my aid when I was faced with a difoutnumbered and out-gunned, where there is seem- ficult life challenge, but few events will compare with
ingly no hope . . .) an d function as a soldier to the best my experience in the Marines.
of your ability. When this emotional/psychological
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Book Reviews: Uncommon Sense by Alan Cromer and The Physics of
Immortality by Frank J. Tipler
Harald M. Ness
University of ~sconsin, Centers-Fond du Lac

Fond duLac. WI54935
hneSS@uwcmail.lIWC.edu
George Polya, when asked why he became a mathematician, said that he was too good to be a
physicist, andnotgood enough to be a philosopher.
Uncommon Sense: The Heretical Nat ure if Science. Alan
Cro me r. Oxford Universit y Press: New York,1995.
256p. ISBN 0-19-509636-3.

SO necessary, most of us in th e business believe, for
success in understanding ma th ematics, science and,
hence, the universe, is unnatural. He argues that if it
is natural, it wo uld have evo lved in most, if not all,
The Pysics of Immortality: Modern Cosmology, God, and cultures. The only culture where it did evolve w as,
Resurrection of the Dead. Frank J. Tipler. Doubled ay: accord ing to Cromer, the Greek culture. It is part of
Anchor NY. 1995. ISBN 0-385-46799-0.
OUI culture (so-call ed "Western" culture) because it w as
nurtured in Islam and came to Europe in th e EuroThis is a pa ir of interesting books written by physi- pean Renaissance. Cromer lists seven cultural factors
cists. Wh y, yo u might as k. are books written by physi- that stimulated the development of objective th inkcists being reviewed in a ma the ma tics journal, in par- ing in the Greek cul ture: (1) th e assembly, where me n
ticular, in a journal dedicated to mathematics as a first Learned to persua de one another by means of rahumanistic d iscip line? Well, in the first place. they are tional deba te, (2) the maritime economy, th at preof a mathematical nature . The first is about rational vented isolation and parochialism, (3) a widespread
thought, which we believe we use in mathematics; the Greek speaking world, (4) an independent mercha nt
latter has a detailed mathematical development of class that could hire its own teachers, (5) th e Wild and
theorems leading to the major conclusion. Further- the Odyssey, the epito me of rational thinking, (6) a litmo re, mathematicians and physicists are of the same erary religion not dominated by priests, and (7) the
ilk. I'm no t sure, but I think it was George Polya who, persistence of th ese factors for one thousand years.
when as ked why he became a mathematician, said His presentation is convincing.
that he was too good to be a physicist, and not goo d
enough to be a philosopher. 1hop e these reviews w ill Un like the eg ocentri cit y of other cultures, w hic h
make d ear why they are ap propriate for a h umanis- Cro mer says is na tural, th e Greeks were ab le to sepatic journ al.
rate internal th ought from external objectivity. In add ition to objective thi nk ing as unnatural. Comer cites
Alan Cro mer is a th eoreti cal nuclear physi cist at monogamy, honesty, and dem ocrati c governmen t. He
No rtheastern University who is actively involved in says that in th e Ol d and New Testame nts, kn owl ed ge
schoo l science ed ucation . When teaching element ary is belief. Regarding his beliefs, Comer states, "I becollege physics, he was always troubled by the inabil- lieve th at rati onal civiliza tion, wi th its science, arts ,
ity of students to follow the rational analytical thought and h uman righ ts, is humankind's greatest hope for
which, he believed, was necessary for the understand- nobili ty. But like Jericho, it's but an oasis in the m idst
ing of basic physics . Well, welcome to the club. Any- of a vast desert of human confusion and irrationalone who has taught high school or beginning college ity." For elucidation of the last sentence in that quote,
mathe matics or physical science has encountered and I invite you to peruse th e preface of the book.
has been troubled by this. Cromer ap plied more rational thought than most of us to this prob lem an d So, wha t is to be done about it? Cromer submi ts that
ca me u p wi th the primary premise of th is book. The since our higher ration al abilities do not develop sponreason for the d ifficulty for most people, he argues, is taneously, they must be cul tiva ted by the formal ed utha t th e analytic, rational, ded uctive thought process cational sys tem. He says th at since m any intelligent
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students are unable to grasp mathematical logic, the
norm al sequence does not lead to this ability. He concludes that while physical develop ment, given adequa te nutrition, is pret ty well programmed in the
gene tic make-up , mental grow th depends strong ly on
the cultu ral an d social environment. We should nurture objective, rational thou ght in our culture, I would
imagine, th rough our educational sys tem. Is there
something wrong with this p icture? I grew up in a
fairly stable environment. There was very little change

schools in the Uni ted States . These broad gen eraliza tions are dangerous; there are many excellent schools
in the U.S. I won't debate the ideas presented there (I
cou ld wr ite pages about that. In fact, I di d, but decide d to zap the m ), but I do agree that in many cases
teachers and parents are not demanding enough and
there is a great need for imp roved methods of de veloping objective, rational thou ght in studen ts.

Cromer does a nice job of presenting historical and
cultural information pertinent to his case. This is faIt is not that the use of the computer is bad; it is very m iliar stuff, I think, to most of us , bu t I think it is good
good and absolutely necessary. What is bad is the sub- to be reminded and to get it from a different pe rspecstitution oflearning byobservation forlearning bythink- tive.

ing, and I think there is too much of that.
in the student population and in the teaching staff.
Yet, w hen we go t to geometry (traditionally, the first
chance at de ductive thinking) some of us caught on
early, while every wee k or so a couple more wo uld
catch on, and, perhaps, a few never did. Of course,
those in th e "other track" proba bly nev er had the
chance. One of m y ear liest teaching positions (and a
great expe rience it was) wa s in a sma ll village whe re
there was even less change in the student bod y and
faculty. These stude nts, as we, were subjected to essen tially the same learning environment. Although
wit h the "new math," I started with deductive processes in Algebra I, I still experienced the same th ing
with the rate and extent of student de velop ment in
deductive abiliti es. Again, the stu dents in the "other
track" d idn't ha ve the opportunity. Could there be a
gene for relatively quick development of the ability,
one for a slow development of the ability, and one for
no development of the ability? Or could it be testosterone, as some have concluded? At any ra te, I think
Cromer's suggestion of an educational environment
that attempts to develop rational thought is a good
one . I fear, however, the trend is in the op posite direction. One culprit, I believe, is the egalitarian movement which pervades current ed ucation; everyone
should get the same education, they demand. Of
course, there were some flaw s in the old trackin g system, but might there no t be some middle gro und?
Ano ther culprit, I believe, is the extensive use of the
computer. It is not that the use of the com puter is bad;
it is very good and abso lutely necessary. Wh at is bad
is the substitution of learning by observation for learning by thinking, and I think there is too much of that.
Cromer presents a broa d sweep of criticism of the
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My major criticism of thi s book is the author 's attack
on religion. He is as irrational in his criticism of religion as he accuses religion to be . I rea lly think thi s
de tracts from his presen tation and should have been
left out. Belief in God, Mr. Cromer, is not ego-centric.
God is no t an extension of self, but ra ther, self is an
extension of God. I quote from Albe rt Eins tein, who
was, himself, a fair to mid dl in ' physicist, "Science
without religion is lame, religion w ithout science is
blind ." All of which provides us w ith a neat segue to
the other book to be reviewed .
Frank Tipler, also a theoretical physicist, has w ritten
a book, albeit a very formid able book, that provide s
us with the science tha t Einstein suggested is need ed
for religion. The author uses 339 pa ges of exposition,
35 p ages of notes, and 123 pages of Appen dix For Scien tists (well, maybe for some scientists) w here he provides the deductive develop ment to prove the immor-

Tipler defines aI/life forms (including humans) as machines, the brain as an information processing device,
and the soul as a program being run on a computer
(brain).
tality of all. The concepts he u ses in the exposition
and the mathematical mo de l he us es in the deductive
development are quantum field theory. Now, we all
know that for any de ductive development, there must
be definitions and postulates. In orde r to apply physics to the question, Tipler defines all life forms (including humans) as machines, the brain as an information processing device, and the soul as a program
being run on a com puter (brain); the basic postulate
is that the universe is such that life can continue until
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the end of time. This definition ma y be somewhat troublin g to so me. We must not , howe ver, consider it as a
deni gra tion of h u man life, but ra ther as ne cessary for
the mat hematical model in order to ap ply the ded uctive process to the question . Assum ing that h uman s
are machi nes a llows for the proof of free will and life
after dea th in a pl ace that rese mbles the Heaven of
ma jor religions. Tipler exp lains th at w hile we are
machi nes, we differ from the machines we build in
tha t we have "true free wil l." He furt her explains tha t
the postulate tha t life can continue until the end of
time is necessa ry beca use the Einstein field equa tion s
are max imally chaotic and it is imposs ible to make
predictions regarding the universe in the nea r future,
cosmologically speaking. The postulate, which cha os
th eory makes plausible, so lves the prediction problem along with o ther puzzles of physics such as what
bou ndary cond itio ns to pu t on the wave function and
why th e universe exists, and leads to th e conclusion
of immortality.
I quote from the p reface:
When I began my caree r as a cosmolog ist so me twenty years ago, I was a
convinced atheist. I never in my wi ldest d reams imagin ed that one day I
wo uld be w riting a book purporting
to sho w th at the ce ntra l claims of
Judea -Ch ristian th eology are in fact
true, that th ese claims are straight-forward deduction s of the law s of physics as we now understand them. I have
been forced in to these conclusions by
th e inexorable logic of my ow n special
bran ch of ph ysics.

Berkstein Bound it foll ow s that, u sing com puter
memor y capacity of the amo unt indicated by the
Ber ks te in Bou n d , a com p u te r s im u la tio n o f a
person...w ilJ no t merely be very go od, it will be perfect. It w ill be an em ulation ....an emulation of an entity is the en tity. An emulated h uman will be made of
emulated h uman cells, made of em ulated molecu les,
quarks, and gluons."Since informa tion processed (life)
must d iverge to infinity in finite proper time, we had
better get crac kin' . Well, yo u folks ha d bette r; I'm retired . Come to think of it, maybe you won't have to.
Maybe so meo ne out there is a lready w ell on the way,
and we are merely si m u la tions (re mem be r New
Mexico). On the other han d, we d o ha ve free will.
Don't we? The devil mad e me sa y th at. The theo ry
requires th at information , the ava ilable energy, the
temperature and density of the universe all d iverge
to infinity as the universe converges to a single po int
(the Omega poin t) in finite proper time. Tipler di stingu ish es "p roper" tim e from "su bjective" tim e and relates these to th e "tempus" and "aev um" res pectively
as described by Thomas Aq uinas. He st ates th at the
mathematics of q uantum mechanics for ces us to accept the Many Worlds Interpretation. After an hour
in the stee l chamber, Schodinger 's cat is in the q ua ntum state-bo th dead and alive, and we, too, split into
two worlds , observing bo th the ca t dead and the cat
alive . Thi s Omega Point th eory results in the existence of God as creator of the universe and immortality for all life with God at the O mega Point. The theory
lead s to a model of "God who is evolving in Hi s/Her
imm anent aspect (the eve nts in space time) and yet is
etern ally complete in Hi s/Her transcendent asp ect
<the Omega Point, which is neither space nor tim e nor
matt er, but is beyond all of these). According to th e
author, the properties of the universal wave function
constraine d by the Omega Poin t Boundary Condition
are those of the biblical Holy Spiri t. Thi s all sounds
far out, but I have one cau tion. Don't scoff at thi s or
reject it out of hand wi thout stu dying this book.

TIpler d oes a fine job of motivating and explaining
th e tech nical concepts need ed for th e ded uctive development. One is tempted to try to convey th e essentia ls of this, but soon finds the ideas needed to d o
this exp anding expone ntially. I will, however, attempt Tipler admits th at there are few physicist s w ho un to pass on some of th e ideas wi thout adhering to se- derst and quantum field th eor y. Pri or to this book ,
qu ence or continuity. The postu late that life can con- belief in everlas ting life had to depend on faith . Now,
tin ue until the end of time is ma de feasible by defin- wi th Tipler 's proof of the Omega Po int Theory, at least
ing a living bein g as any entity w hich codes informa- mos t of us ca n base our beliefs on, welt faith. I'll see
tion. By d evelop ing self-replicating computers, it is you all at the Omega Point. If yo u get there first , draw
possible to accomplish this. lipler states, "Fro m the a bl ue line; if I get there first, I'll erase it.
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The First CAMS Project: A Humanistic Endeavor
Barbara A Wainwright & Homer W Austin
DepartmentofMathematics and Computer Science
SalisburyState University
Salisbury, MD 21801
I. INTRODUCTION

One of the current themes in ma thematical circles is
humanistic m athem atics. Educators want to make
mathematics seem humanistic particularly to nonmathematics majors. There are various ways in which
faculty at Salisbury Sta te Unive rsity attempt to do thi s
in the liberal arts ma thematics courses; however, this
paper wi ll describe some thing a little different. During th e 1993-94 academic year Sali sbury State University created a Center for Applied Mathematical Scien ces (CA MS). Th e center attempts to connect a client
(from ind us try) who ha s a proj ect or pr oblem to be
solve d with a team of studen ts and faculty members
who serv e as advisor s. Although most of the contracted
projects are scien tific in nature (physics, mathematics,
computer science, etc.) and require a team of students
knowledgeable in these sciences, there are many human istic aspects involved in such projects. We share
our experience as directors of the first CAMS project.

would be those alu mni who had been out of college
from five to twelve years. We assumed that such grad uates had been ou t lon g eno ugh to have either gone to
grad uate school or be settled int o a job or career. Part
of the agreement with the provost and the presiden t
was thatwe interv iew the department chairs and deans
to find ou t what types of information they wo uld like
to get from the su rvey of these "mature graduates ."

It should be m entioned that the importa nt asp ects of a
successful pr oject are team work and good commu nication skills. This tea m worked well together and partitioned th e wo rk load fairl y. The first task the tea m
tackled was d eciding who w ould speak to w hom and
then they began their interviews wi th th e d epartment
chairs. These students soon d iscovered that good communication skills were essential. Many d epartme n t
chairs d id not understand what the "math d epartm en t"
survey had to d o with them. The students decid ed that
since there is often a small return rate on mai l su rvey s,
II. THE FIRST CAMS PROJECT: A SATISFACTION SURVEY
With much emphasis today being pla ced on account- the y would offer an incenti ve to the earl y resp ondents.
ability and how well faculty perform their jobs, the As a team, they agreed that a universit y mug would
Director of CAMS thought a survey of th e "matu re be a nice gift for the first 100 people to respond . They
grad uates" of Salisbury State woul d be a good first sho ppe d and com pared prices. They also considered
project for a CAMS team . He thought also that suc h a various art d esigns and talk ed to administr ators on
su rv ey would be of interest to the presid ent of our camp us about funding for these mugs.
University.
'
Ne xt came the development of the survey. Cla rity and
We agreed to co-direct such a project and p roceeded political correctness were absolutely necessary. Ag ain,
to recruit some of our mathematics majors who were a great need for good written communication skills
working toward a concen tratio n in statist ics. With became apparent to the stud en ts. The authors ea ch
the se stud en ts we approached the president of th e gave the survey to an upper level class that we were
university and ea sil y co n vince d him to fund the teaching that semest er to serve as a pilot. After receivproject. The president was en th usi astic about the ing feedback, the students ed ited and revised the in project because assessment was one of his priorities strumen t. These students were also very concern ed
about aesthet ic appeal of the surv ey ins trume n t. They
for the year.
wanted the appropriate color of paper and arrangeThe first semester we had five stud ents enrolled in ment of questions on the page.
"Direc ted Consulting," the cou rse name given to a
CAMS project. Four of the five were mathe matics Students who participate in a CAMS proj ect must
majors with concentrations in statistics and the other present the results / conclusions of their project to the
was a liberal studies major with a concen tration in Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
com p u ter science. We d ecid ed that "mature graduates" and to the client who con tra cted the project. At the
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end of the first semester, this first team gave such a
presentation to the department, the president, and
other administrators on campus. This presentation
consisted of their discussing the various tasks they had
performed , shar ing of what value this experience had
been for them, and presenting the final project, the
survey instrument. With approval from the presid ent,
we planned for a January mailing.

With da ta en try, the re had to be a div ision of labor.
Each student entered approximately 100 surveys .Two
of the students w rote an SPSSx program to analyze
the data.These students were very conscientious about
sticking to the objectives of the survey. There were
many comparisons that could be made but some were
not consistent with the original objectives. Only those
comparisons that were pertinent were included in the
analysis.

III. MAILING THE SURVEY AND INCENTIVE.

We all agreed tha t with the semester ending in December, we should wa it until after the holidays to mail
our survey. During winte r term we all met for three
da ys to prepare for bulk mail ing. The students were
ver y concerne d that the survey would be put aside
w ith other papers an d overlooked. They believed that
if our survey were colorful it would not be easily misplaced. Their choice was to have the survey on gold
paper. The cover letter wa s pink and the return sheet
(for sending the mugs) was blue. We spent three da ys
stuffing envelopes, sampling from a sampling frame
of address labels generated by the alumni office and
sortin g by zip code for the bulk mail. We really began
to know the students quite we ll and learn ed to work
very well as a group.
IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS OF SURVEY

The results were written in a report and w ere given in
a presentation. Two other stu dents used Harvard
Graphics to prepare bar graphs and pie charts for the
responses for various questions. A beautiful color report wa s prepa red and presented to the president of
the University. Again they emphasized the artistic
quali ty of the report. The colors and style made this
easy to read and understand. These studen ts de cided
that the final presentation should be a celebra tion . We
reserved the great hall on campus. Weinvited the president and othe r administrators as bef ore. However,
notices were sent around campus notifying everyone
in all departments of the event. CAMS board of tru stees and other local business people who may have an
interest for future CAMS projects w ere invited. Family members of the seven team members w ere also invited . Refreshments were served afterward .

As the surveys started coming in we kept tra ck of the
first one hundred received. The blue slips were pulled V. REACTION TO THE PRESENTATION AND RESULTS
from thes e so as to not hav e name and / or address as- The presentation wa s a huge success. Of course the
sociated with response. Once the first one-hundred re- results were ver y favorable and certainly what w e all
sponses were obta ined, the team packaged and sent liked to hear. The quality of the presentation was suthe mugs.
perb . A local bu sinessman told us that he had attended
many conferences and presentations and he ard some
The second semes ter two additional memb ers joined very well known people present talks, but none
our team . One was a grad ua te student majoring in seemed any mor e professional than these students.
mathematics/ seconda ry education. The other was a
part-time student wh o wa s a mathematics major with VI. SUMMARY
Many people feel that ma the matics is not hum anistic
a concentration in statistics.
in nature. They feel that it is different from the arts,
We spent several meetings beginning to code the data music, literature, and communication. Most mathemafrom the surve ys. A data file had to be created, and if ticians know that mathematics is an art and that it is
each student wa s to enter data, we had to be pa rticu- beautiful; how ever, for those who still believe that
larly careful that everyone used the same format. In ma thematics is only for "solving problems," we hope
short, the data had to be cod ed. We had to agree on we can conv ince them that even when scientific and /
the proper numeric codes to represen t each possible or mathematical approaches are used to solve probresponse. The students at this point behaved much like lems, one still need s the arts and communication. This
p oets and writers. Just as a poet or autho r wants the first CAMS project would not have been successful
exact word to communicate a thought, the students without these interconnections between the arts and
were very choosy in their selection of codes.
mathematics. The success of thi s project was in large
part due to the humanistic aspects of mathema tics.
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